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 A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted to evaluate the sensitivities of five 
commonly used goodness-of-fit indices to detect metric invariance properties of the bifactor 
model. The fit indices that performed the best in terms of power were ΔGamma and ΔMc. In 
addition, ΔGamma, ΔMc, ΔCFI, and ΔRMSEA all held Type I error to a minimum. However, 
only ΔGamma and ΔCFI are recommended to use in the bifactor model because the other ΔGOF 
indices have cutoff values that are too large. For ΔGamma and ΔCFI values of -.026 to -.045 and 
-.004 to -.009, respectively indicate a lack of metric invariance. In the variance component 
analysis, the magnitude of the factor loading differences contributed the most variation to each 
ΔGOF except ΔSRMR. For ΔSRMR the largest contribution of variance was model complexity 
(i.e., simple or complex). Finally, the Arkansas Benchmark Examination data was analyzed to 
compare the recommended cutoff criteria for ΔGamma and ΔCFI of the current study to the chi-
square difference (likelihood ratio) test between configural and metric level invariance. The 
likelihood ratio test was consistent with ΔGamma and ΔCFI for rejecting the test of metric 
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The concept of measurement invariance is the process of measuring individuals who 
come from different populations (i.e., different demographic information) to assess if they have 
the same likelihood of scoring equivalent to other populations on a particular construct or item, 
given the same latent ability (Meredith & Millsap, 1992). In other words, the testing of 
measurement invariance properties evaluates whether different groups perceive and/or respond to 
the items the same. Measurement invariance is an important topic because if it fails to hold, 
group differences may be due to actual differences or just that different populations perceive a 
particular item differently (Millsap & Kwok, 2004). Thus, interpretations become increasingly 
difficult or even inaccurate if proper measurement invariance properties have not been 
established. If measurement invariance holds then one can say the items on the questionnaire are 
invariant and both groups respond to the items the same. If measurement invariance does not 
hold then one cannot say that the two groups perceive the items the same, thus further analyses 
comparing the two groups should be cautioned or even disregarded. That is, if the two groups are 
not perceiving and answering the questions the same, how can a researcher conduct further 
analyses between the two groups? If further analyses are conducted, the interpretations can be 
biased and invalid, because the differences between the groups cannot be differentiated between 
"true" differences or due to the two groups perceiving the items differently (Millsap & Kwok, 
2004).  
 Measurement invariance (MI) is analogous to traditional differential item functioning 
(DIF) analyses. Therefore, evaluation of MI properties can be conducted in a traditional Item 
Response Theory (IRT) framework or a Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) framework which 




(Bollen, 1989). One perspective of SEM can be described as confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 
and path analysis combined into one theoretical model where, the CFA component of the model 
is the measurement model and the path analysis part is considered the structural model (Bollen, 
1989). In general, SEM can be used as an ideal procedure to evaluate how well a researcher's 
theory (i.e., theoretical model) fits a sample's variance-covariance matrix. Using estimation 
methods, such as maximum likelihood (ML), the difference between the sample variance-
covariance matrix and model-implied variance-covariance matrix (i.e., variances and covariances 
reproduced from the hypothesized model) is minimized. Equation 1.1 is the hypothesis that the 
sample and model implied matrices are equal, where Σ (sigma) is the population matrix 
(represented by a random sample of the population) of observed variables, θ (theta) contains the 
model parameters, and Σ(θ) is the model-implied variance-covariance matrix (Bollen, 1989). 
Σ = Σ(θ)     (1.1) 
If a hypothesized theory fits the data well (i.e., the residuals between the sample and model-
implied variance-covariance matrix are minimal), the researcher can support the hypothesis that 
this model is one of the true plausible models in the population. However, one caution of SEM is 
that the researcher can only support the proposed theoretical model and never prove it. The data 
may fit the model well, but one cannot say that the hypothesized model is the true population 
model. Conversely, if the model is rejected (i.e., the hypothesized model does not fit the data), 
then that model can be ruled out as one of the plausible population models or perhaps the model 
was misspecified (Bollen, 1989; Kline, 2011). Thus, when conducting multigroup confirmatory 
factory analyses (MCFA), the issue of MI will be important to address to determine if the groups 




When conducting tests of MI properties, one first needs to define a theoretical model to 
evaluate along with the groups that will be included in the analyses. Then successive CFA 
models (each imposing more restrictions) are compared to a null model with no constraints or a 
model with fewer constraints to determine if the different types of constraints impact the fit of 
the models. The first step of the MI analysis is configural invariance which tests if the pattern of 
fixed and free parameters is the same for the groups. If configural invariance does not hold then 
testing of MI properties must stop and further analyses should not be conducted. The next step 
evaluates if the factor loadings are invariant across groups and is denoted here as metric 
invariance. Subsequently, the test of scalar invariance is used to determine if the item intercepts 
(i.e., means) are invariant. Finally, the last step is strict invariance which tests for invariance of 
the items' error variances (Millsap & Kwok, 2004). The theoretical models proposed in the SEM 
framework are evaluated using fit indices and are described next. 
Statistical Decisions 
 When researchers began using covariance modeling (i.e., structural equation modeling 
and confirmatory factor analysis) the chi-square (χ
2
) test was used to evaluate the null hypothesis 
that the population and model-implied covariances were equal, that is, perfect fit (Gerbing & 
Anderson, 1993). However, the issue of sample size and statistical significance soon became 
evident (Gerbing & Anderson, 1993). Therefore, with large sample sizes, minor deviations 
between the sample and model implied parameters may lead to model rejection (i.e., concluding 
that the model did not fit the data) (Gerbing & Anderson, 1993; Millsap, 2007). Consequently, to 
counteract the issue of sample size and power, researchers began to formulate alternative fit 
indices (Bentler & Bonett, 1980; Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1981). The three major types of indices 




 The first type of fit indices described can be characterized as overall model fit, which 
assesses the residuals between the predicted (model-implied) and observed (population) 
covariance matrices. The Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) is one of the most well-known indices to 
evaluate this relationship (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1981). The second type of fit indices assesses the 
relationship between two nested models, usually the null model and a more restrictive model. 
When evaluating MI properties, the null model allows for the parameters to vary across 
populations whereas, the restrictive model constrains the parameters to be equal across 
populations. The null model serves as a baseline for the comparison of incremental fit for the 
model of interest (Gerbing & Anderson, 1993). That is, the null model (i.e., free estimation of all 
parameters) is usually not of theoretical importance, whereas, the more restrictive model (i.e., the 
specified model) is theoretically more meaningful. Thus, the incremental fit is used to see if the 
theoretically meaningful model fits the data better than the null model, such as Bentler and 
Bonett's (1980) Normed fit index (NFI) and Tucker and Lewis' (1973) Tucker-Lewis index 
(TLI).  
Anderson and Gerbing (1988) stated that SEM can be thought of as a comparative 
technique in which a hypothesized model is compared against rival, theoretically alternative 
models. However, one problem that can arise with these types of fit indices is that model fit can 
be improved simply by freeing more parameters until the degrees of freedom (df) is equal to zero 
and a "perfect fit" is found (Gerbing & Anderson, 1993). Therefore, the next set of fit indices 
takes into account the degrees of freedom and adjusts accordingly. The third set of fit indices are 
based on model complexity where parsimonious models (i.e., adjusted for the df of the new 
model) are rewarded for having more degrees of freedom (Gerbing & Anderson, 1993). These fit 




Steiger and Lind’s (1980) and Steiger’s (1989) Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA). The purposes of fit indices in simulation studies can be used to evaluate many SEM 
and CFA issues, in particular measurement invariance (Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; 
French & Finch, 2006; Fan & Sivo, 2009). Provided below is a discussion of how to evaluate 
competing models, beginning with the likelihood ratio (LR) test, followed by a brief review of 
the literature that was used to formulate the study. 
 The LR test can be used to compare nested models to investigate the measurement 
invariance properties across populations by computing a chi-square difference test between the 
two models (Bollen, 1989). However given the strict assumptions of the LR test (see Chapter 2 
for details), there have been a few studies that have investigated alternative goodness of fit 
(GOF) indices under the measurement invariance framework (e.g., Chen, 2007; Cheung & 
Rensvold, 2002; French & Finch, 2006; Fan & Sivo, 2009). Cheung and Rensvold (2002) 
reviewed 20 different delta goodness-of-fit (ΔGOF) indices when conducting two group 
measurement invariance tests. Chen (2007) elaborated further on Cheung and Rensvold's (2002) 
study by conducting two Monte Carlo studies to evaluate MI and common ΔGOF indices. French 
and Finch (2006) investigated MI properties using two fit indices (i.e., χ
2
 & CFI). More recently, 
Fan and Sivo (2009) elaborated further on the issues of ΔGOF indices by assessing mean 
structure invariance. However, all of the above studies were designed and evaluated for the first-
order model. To my knowledge, using the bifactor model and assessing ΔGOF indices for 
measurement invariance across populations has not been evaluated, thus, leaving an uncertain 
area of research in the MI literature. 
 The bifactor model was first proposed by Holzinger and Swineford (1937) which consists 




bifactor model includes method effects, where researchers can evaluate the wording effects of 
specific items (i.e., positively and negatively worded items) (DiStefano & Motl, 2006). Another 
example of the bifactor model can be illustrated using intelligence. Suppose an IQ test has three 
specific factors (with 3 items each) that are assumed to measure certain abilities (i.e., spatial, 
verbal, and quantitative), however, a "general" intelligence ability also exist. Therefore, the nine 
item test has four latent factors, three specific (also known as group factors) and one general 










Figure 1. Example of the bifactor model. 
  
One advantage of the bifactor model is that it can be used to study the domain specific 

















and general factors can also be assessed (Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006). That is, substantive 
researchers can evaluate the factor loadings on both the general and specific domain factors to 
evaluate the invariance of items for multiple groups. In applied studies, the bifactor model and 
other higher order models have not been used until recently (Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006). Chen, 
West, and Sousa (2006) specified that some of the most recent use of the bifactor model has been 
in the area of intelligence research (e.g., Gustafsson & Balke, 1993; Luo, Petrill, & Thompson, 
1994). Given that the bifactor model has mostly been used by applied researchers, in particular 
intelligence studies, the measurement invariance properties of the bifactor model should also be 
assessed. In addition, Chen, West, and Sousa (2006) advocate the use of the bifactor model, 
which in turn, may lead to more applied research using this model. Therefore, it is necessary to 
investigate the sensitivity of common GOF indices for testing MI properties using the bifactor 
model. 
Purpose of the Study 
 A Monte Carlo simulation study will be conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of ΔGOF 
indices across groups when investigating measurement invariance properties using the bifactor 
model. According to Cheung and Rensvold’s (2002) simulation study, ΔCFI, ΔGamma hat, and 
ΔMcDonald's fit indices are recommended because they are not redundant with other ΔGOF 
indices (i.e., not highly correlated), not affected by sample size, and are robust for testing 
between-group invariance. Chen (2007) investigated five fit indices which were ΔCFI, 
ΔRMSEA, ΔSRMR, ΔGamma hat, and ΔMcDonald's index. She recommended ΔCFI, 
ΔRMSEA, and ΔSRMR because ΔGamma hat was highly correlated with ΔCFI (contrary to 
Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) and ΔRMSEA and ΔSRMR performed just as well as ΔMcDonald's. 




commonly used indices in the literature. Recently, Meade, Johnson, and Braddy (2008) 
conducted a simulation study comparing 20 fit indices, similar to Cheung and Rensvold's (2002) 
study, and the results conferred that ΔCFI and ΔMcDonald’s index provided adequate power and 
sensitivity to detect non-invariant items. Using these studies as a guide, all five indices (i.e., 
ΔCFI, ΔRMSEA, ΔSRMR, ΔGamma hat, and ΔMcDonald's index) will be compared in the 
current study to investigate their effectiveness when using a bifactor model.  
Hypotheses 
 In this study, the sensitivity of five ΔGOF indices (i.e., ΔCFI, ΔRMSEA, ΔSRMR, 
ΔGamma hat, and ΔMcDonald’s) will be compared for evaluating MI properties using the 
bifactor model. Specifically, indices which perform the best in terms of Type I error and power 
(i.e., more robust) for each ∆GOF under varying conditions will be identified. The study will 
provide applied researchers with guidelines for ∆GOF indices when investigating measurement 
invariance using the more complex bifactor model, as compared to first-order models, and 





II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 To familiarize the reader with the current study, a review of measurement invariance 
(MI) is provided that will detail the sequential process used in MI testing along with the different 
types of MI tests (i.e., configural, metric, scalar, and strict). The next section will summarize the 
selected delta goodness-of-fit (ΔGOF) indices that will be investigated in the current study and 
also provide the equations, recommended cutoff values, and the type of index it is considered 
(i.e., absolute, incremental, or parsimonious). The following section will discuss previous 
research investigating the sensitivities of particular ΔGOF indices for MI properties. Finally, a 
summary of the bifactor model will be provided.  
Measurement Invariance 
 Measurement Invariance testing and its associated properties are important for 
researchers to consider when comparing groups on a particular test or assessment. In other 
words, when making group comparisons on a specific measure, a researcher must first determine 
or have previous support that the two groups perceive the items the same. If MI fails to fully hold 
then further investigation into group differences may be problematic. However, if some but not 
all of the parameters are invariant then partial invariance exists (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 
1989; Millsap & Kwok, 2004). MI under the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) framework, 
which is the most widely used tool to investigate MI, involves sequential testing of increasingly 
restrictive models to evaluate if certain parameters are invariant (e.g., item loadings, intercepts, 
and errors) (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; Jöreskog, 1971; Meredith, 1993; Millsap & 
Everson, 1993; Reise, Widaman, & Pugh, 1993; Vandenburg, 2002; Vandenburg & Lance, 
2000). A test or measure is considered invariant when individuals from a different population 




given score on the test or assessment (Meredith & Millsap, 1992). If a test is not invariant, then 
individuals who are from different populations, but have the same latent ability, could be 
expected to score differently (Millsap & Kwok, 2004). For example, let X be a p x 1 vector of 
measured variables, W represented as an r x 1 vector of latent variables, and V an s x 1 vector of 
population indicators that includes information to distinguish different groups. If the probability 
of X given W is the same regardless of group membership V, then X fulfills measurement 
invariance in relation to W and V (Millsap, 2005). 
P(X|W, V) = P(X|W)     (2.1) 
Millsap (2005) states that “…invariance of τ, λ, and Θ (scalar, metric, and strict invariance, 
respectively) is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for measurement invariance, in addition, 
measurement invariance requires consideration of the distributional form for P(X|W, V) and 
whether this distribution depends on V” (p. 155). In other words, the parameters must be 
invariant as well as the distributional form of X given the latent factor scores. 
 The simplest case of measurement invariance consists of two groups, the reference group, 
usually the majority or higher scoring group, and focal group, which is assumed to be negatively 
affected by any lack of invariance (Holland & Thayer, 1988). For measurement invariance to 
hold, the participants who have the same ability from both groups should have the same observed 
score, Xik which represents a p x 1 vector of scores on p measured items for the ith person in the 
kth group. The measured items should fit a common factor model (i.e., both groups have the 
same CFA model) to yield the following equation: 




where τk is a p x 1 vector of item intercepts in the kth group, λk is a p x 1 vector of factor 
loadings (regression slopes related to X), ξik is the latent factor score for the ith person in the kth 
group, and δik is a p x 1 vector of unique factor variances for the ith person in the kth group. 
Assuming a standard factor analytic model where E(ξ, δ) = 0, the above equation implies that the 
covariance matrix sigma (Σk) and mean vector (μk) for Xik are 
kkkk  and    (2.3) 
kkkk        (2.4) 
where Λ is a p x n (where n is the number of latent factors) matrix of factor loadings linking the 
latent and manifest variables, Φ is a n x n matrix of the common factor variances and covariances 
for ξ, Θ is a p x p diagonal matrix of unique factor variances (assuming no correlated error 
terms), and κ is the common factor mean in the kth group. The equations presented above 
demonstrate the mathematical relationships between the parameters and their latent and manifest 
counterparts within a CFA framework. The above equations will be used to explain MI in 
mathematical terms and the associated MI concepts. Provided below is a detailed summary of 
each sequential step in testing for measurement and structural invariance. The first four steps test 
aspects of measurement invariance, which is concerned with the relationship between measured 
variables and latent factors (i.e., the measurement model). The last three steps are concerned with 
structural invariance, which consist of evaluating the relationships between the latent factors 
(i.e., the structural model). 
 Configural invariance. First, both groups must be evaluated to assess if they have the 
same common factor structure. The omnibus test of equality of covariance matrices across 




different groups. The overall null hypothesis of equal factor structure by groups is evaluated 
using the chi-square test statistic or other GOF indices. Failing to reject the overall null 
hypothesis of group equivalence indicates that the two groups share the same common factor 
structure and has two main implications. The first implication is that the responding groups both 
perceived the items from the same frame of reference and therefore can be compared. The 
second implication is that further MI testing can be performed as long as the sequential tests of 
MI (i.e., each MI test imposes more restrictions) are nested within the test of configural 
invariance (Vandenburg & Lance, 2000). However, rejecting the null hypothesis of configural 
invariance indicates that the two groups do not share the same factor structure and further MI 
testing should be precluded. Conceptually, it makes no sense to continue with MI testing when 
the constructs are perceived differently across groups. That is, the groups are treating the 
underlying constructs differently and therefore group comparisons or further MI testing is 
problematic (Vandenburg & Lance, 2000). 
 Meade, Johnson, and Braddy (2008) provided a succinct discussion of configural 
invariance that researchers should also consider. They indicated that poor model fit might be due 
to one of two things. First, the model may fit the data well for one group but not the other, which 
is evidence that configural invariance does not hold. Second, the model may fit the data poorly 
for both groups, which may indicate that the model is not properly specified. Therefore, Meade, 
Johnson, and Braddy (2008) proposed a slightly different approach to configural invariance 
testing which involved testing the CFA model in each group separately. If the model fits the data 
well for each group, then the researchers can evaluate the CFA model using the combined data 
(i.e., aggregated over groups) which serve as a baseline model for further MI testing. If the 




(2008) suggests using either exploratory factor analysis (EFA), Lagrange multipliers (LM), or 
Wald tests to aid in properly specifying the CFA model. However, changes made to the model 
based on modification indices (e.g., LM or Wald tests) should be theoretically justified and 
specified not only on a post hoc basis (Bollen, 1989). 
 Metric invariance. This test evaluates if the factor loadings (λ) are invariant across the 
groups, by constraining the loadings of the same items to be equal across groups. The factor 
loadings are the regression slopes of Xik to their respective latent factors (ξ) and represent an 
expected change in observed score given a one unit increase in the latent variable (Bollen, 1989). 
Therefore, the equality test of scaling units across groups is represented by the null hypothesis, 
Λk = Λk′. If this test holds then all the factor loadings are invariant across groups. For the current 
study this is denoted as metric invariance (Horn & McArdle, 1992). However, other terms 
proposed for this condition are weak factorial invariance by Widaman and Reise (1997) or 
pattern invariance by Millsap (1997). If some but not all of the p factor loadings are invariant 
then partial invariance may still hold (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; Millsap & Kwok, 
2004). However, there has been some disagreement in the literature about partial metric 
invariance (Vandenburg & Lance, 2000). For example, Bollen (1989) indicated that rejecting the 
null hypothesis of metric invariance should preclude any further testing of MI (same as 
configural invariance testing), whereas, Byrne et al. (1989) have encouraged the search for 
partial metric invariance. In response to the disagreement, Vandenburg and Lance (2000) offer 
further insight into the use of continuing with partial invariance providing both an advantage and 
disadvantage. The advantage of testing for partial invariance is that statistical criteria (i.e., GOF 
indices) are not applied consistently throughout the literature (i.e., cutoff values) to reject or fail 




inconsistently, partial invariance should be investigated to evaluate the possibility of some 
invariant items, not just completely invariant or non-invariant. However, a disadvantage is that 
partial invariance constraints are post hoc in nature, capitalize on chance, and may not be 
theoretically meaningful to impose. Therefore, Vandenburg and Lance (2000) recommend a 
conservative approach to partial invariance testing where metric invariance is only relaxed for a 
small subset of the indicators, backed by a strong theoretical rationale, and uses cross-validation 
evidence when possible (other means of verification) to support the rationale of relaxing 
constraints for certain items. 
 Scalar invariance. The test of τk = τk′ evaluates if the item intercepts (τ) are invariant 
across groups, in addition to the test of metric invariance.  
  kk and  
for all k    (2.5) 
The item intercepts represent the value of an observed item when the value of the corresponding 
factor (ξ) is zero, and is one of the least used tests of MI (Vandenburg & Lance, 2000). The 
invariance tests of intercepts can represent two things. First, intercept differences may reflect an 
undesirable response bias, or they may represent group mean differences, which can be 
appropriate given the substantive research question (Vandenburg & Lance, 2000). For example, 
given a particular measure it is expected that males have a higher score on the construct than 
females and a hypothesis that states males perform higher should be true, given this particular 
measure. Therefore, a test of scalar invariance is not appropriate because differences between the 
two groups would be expected and a test of invariance would be conceptually meaningless. 




and like partial metric invariance, partial scalar invariance occurs when some, but not all 
intercepts are invariant (Millsap & Kwok, 2004). 
 Strict invariance. The last sequential test in MI is strict invariance, Θδk = Θδk′ which tests 
the invariance of the unique variances (and possibly covariances) across groups and occurs when 
all loadings, intercepts, and unique item variances are invariant (Meredith, 1993; Vandenburg & 
Lance, 2000) as defined below. 
  kkk and,,  
for all k    (2.6) 
Usually Θδ is specified as a diagonal matrix of item variances where all covariances are equal to 
zero. However, correlated errors are sometimes estimated or should be estimated when 
conducting studies over time (e.g., repeated measures) (Ferron, Dailey, & Yi, 2002; Grimm & 
Widaman, 2010; Kwok, West, & Green, 2007; Sivo, Fan, & Witta, 2005). One may wonder why 
this issue is important to investigate, especially when one of CFA’s assumptions is that errors are 
N~ (0, σ
2
) (i.e., normally distributed with a mean of zero and a specified variance) and in 
addition, no error covariances exist (Bollen, 1989). However, many CFA models are specified 
with correlated error variances (i.e., error covariances) for either theoretical reasons or based on 
modification indices, which the latter are usually not implemented based on theory. An example 
of a theoretically appropriate justification for specifying an error covariance may exist when a 
latent factor (i.e., depression, intelligence, anxiety, etc.) is measured over time with the same 
scale or parallel form. For instance, participants from two populations take an attitudinal scale at 
two time points (i.e., pre- and post-intervention) and a CFA model is designed to assess the 
measurement properties of the scale (i.e., assess if measurement invariance holds). It would be 




same items at each measurement period. Furthermore, many researchers have investigated how 
error covariance specification can affect SEM parameters and even argue that in certain 
situations error covariance specification is advised and should be implemented into the model 
(Ferron, Dailey, & Yi, 2002; Grimm & Widaman, 2010; Kwok, West, & Green, 2007; Sivo, Fan, 
& Witta, 2005).  
Given the rational above, strict factorial invariance is the most stringent condition to 
satisfy and may not be reached in applied research situations. In Schmitt, Pulakos, and Lieblein 
(1984), the test of Θδk = Θδk′ was used to indicate invariant reliabilities across groups. However, 
as described in Millsap (2005) and Vandenburg and Lance (2000) this is only correct if the factor 
variances are invariant across groups. That is, factor variances and covariances affect the 
estimate of reliability as well as the uniqueness of an item. Therefore, reliability can be 
calculated using only error variances when the factor variances are invariant and no covariances 
exist between the latent factors. 
 Invariant Factor variances. This is the first test of structural invariance (SI) and is a test 




j. In other words, it is a hypothesis of 
whether like factor variances (ξ; diagonal of Φ) across groups are the same by placing equality 
constraints across the groups. Factor variances are a measure of variability on the latent construct 
and are useful for interpreting the groups’ dispersion on a specific construct. Larger variances 
indicate more variability in the latent factor, whereas, smaller variances indicate less variability 
(i.e., more consistency) in the latent factor. If the null hypothesis of equal factor variances is 
rejected then the groups do not have the same amount of dispersion on the latent factor. As 
mentioned above, factor variances (and covariances) are also important to consider when 




 Invariant Factor covariances. This is the second test of structural invariance and 




jj. The null hypothesis for 
this test is that the factor covariances, for like factors, are equal across groups. Rejection of the 
hypothesis indicates that the relationships between the latent factors are different across groups. 
That is, groups can perceive relationships of different magnitude or even direction between the 
latent constructs. Vandenburg and Lance (2000) purposed that the test of factor covariances 
leaves little information to be gained between the groups, because if the magnitude and direction 
of factor covariances are very different, then the test of configural invariance would have also 
likely been rejected. Furthermore, Vandenburg and Lance (2000) stated that if the test of 
configural invariance was not rejected but the test of invariant factor covariances was rejected, 
they would be more inclined to agree with the test of configural invariance. 
 Invariant Factor means. Finally, the last structural test is the test of equality for latent 
factor means across groups and is represented as κk = κk'. If the null hypothesis of factor means is 
rejected then the groups do not share the same mean on the latent construct. However, if testing 
two groups (e.g., depressed and non-depressed) on a particular measure (e.g., some normed 
depression test) it may be conceptually meaningful to have different latent factor means, given 
the appropriate substantive research hypothesis. That is, the two groups should be expected to 
score differently on the measure, because they have two different levels of depression. If the 
measure did not differentiate between the depressed and non-depressed individuals then it would 
be useless. Therefore, the equality test of factor means should be theoretically justified before 
directly testing invariance of factor means. 
 In summary, the sequential testing of MI can be evaluated in four general steps. The test 




structure, then further MI testing is unnecessary. The next step is testing metric invariance, 
which evaluates invariant factor loadings between the groups. The third step is evaluating scalar 
invariance which determines if the item intercepts (i.e., item means) are invariant between 
groups, in addition to the factor loadings. Finally, the last step is strict invariance which 
evaluates if the item residuals (i.e., uniqueness) are invariant by group, in addition to the factor 
loadings and intercepts. To conclude the discussion of MI, Vandenburg and Lance (2000) 
provided a few reasons supporting why MI under a CFA framework is typically more 
advantageous than traditional analytic approaches. First, before conducting traditional tests like 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) or multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), one must 
ensure MI between the groups. Once it is established that both groups perceive the items the 
same, it is then appropriate to continue with testing group differences between observed or latent 
measures. Therefore, the advantage of CFA over traditional analytic approaches is that latent 
means are disattenuated for measurement error and provide a more accurate representation of 
true population differences. The last advantage of MI testing is being able to assess partial 
invariance, which occurs when some but not all parameters are invariant, and is not available in 
traditional analytic approaches. Given an understanding of MI and the sequential testing process, 
which involves the use of fit indices, the following section will provide a review of the GOF 
indices used for the current study along with their associated formulas. 
Goodness of Fit Indices Evaluated for the Current Study 
 The fit indices evaluated in this study are the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the root mean 
square error of approximation (RMSEA), the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), 
Gamma hat, and McDonald's (Mc) index. Each index is described along with the associated 




However, before any further discussion on goodness-of-fit (GOF) indices, I provide a brief 
introduction in structural equation modeling (SEM) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). 
SEM and CFA has become common tools across multiple disciplines and fields for investigating 
theoretical models to represent how a group of variables are related (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The 
first step is to appropriately specify a model using a strong theoretical rationale. Once a 
particular model is specified, fit indices are used to assess how well the model fits the data. If the 
model fits the data well, a researcher can conclude that their model is one of the true, plausible 
models in the population. However, if the fit indices do not indicate adequate fit then the model 
is rejected. Therefore, a solid understanding of what fit indices represent and their associated 
equations are essential for researchers who use SEM or CFA.  
GOF indices are used to determine how well the model-implied covariance matrix ( ̂ ) 
equals the sample covariance matrix (S) (Bollen, 1989; Marsh, Hau, & Grayson, 2005). One of 
the most commonly used fit indices is the chi-square test statistic (χ
2
, Cheung & Rensvold, 
2002). The χ
2 
goodness-of-fit test statistic is a measure of exact fit and assesses the discrepancy 
between the sample and model-implied covariance matrices (Millsap, 2007). Defined below, it is 
the product of the minimum fitting function and the sample size (N) minus one 
T = (N-1)Fmin      (2.7) 
where Fmin is defined as the minimum fitting function 
Fmin = log|Σ(θ)| + tr(SΣ
-1
(θ)) – log|S| - (p + q)   (2.8) 
where Σ(θ) is the model implied matrix, θ are the model parameters, S is the sample covariance 




(ξ) observed indicators (Bollen, 1989; Hu & Bentler, 1999). In the above equation it is generally 
assumed that Σ(θ) and S are positive definite, meaning nonsingular, otherwise Fmin could result 
in an undefined log of zero (Bollen, 1989). If the sample data perfectly fits the model implied 
matrix, ̂ = S, substitute S for Σ(θ) and Fmin will then be equal to zero as shown below 
Fmin = log|S| + tr(I) – log|S| - (p + q)    (2.9) 
Where tr(I) = p + q and both of the log|S| terms cancel, therefore reproducing a perfect fit (i.e., 
Fmin equal to zero) (Bollen, 1989). Rejecting the χ
2
 indicates the sample covariance matrix and 
model implied matrix are not an exact fit (Millsap, 2007). However, theoretical models will not 
exactly represent the sample covariance matrix. Therefore, other fit indices and methods have 
been developed and are described below.  
When testing sequentially nested models for MI properties (i.e., a more constrained 
model is subsumed under a less constrained model), researchers may use delta goodness-of-fit 
(∆GOFs) indices to evaluate the fit of competing models or the chi-square difference test (a.k.a 
LR test). However, if models are non-nested then information criteria (e.g., AIC, BIC, CAIC) 
can be used to evaluate model fit, where smaller values indicated better fit (Bollen, 1989; 
Cudeck & Browne, 1983). The LR test is used to evaluate if two nested models are significantly 
different by conducting a chi-square difference test between the two models which uses the 
original chi-square values from both models (Bollen, 1989). However, the LR test has several 
assumptions that must hold, but are usually violated in practice. The assumptions are (1) the 
observed variables have no kurtosis (i.e., the best distribution is multinormal), (2) the covariance 
matrix is analyzed, not the correlation matrix, (3) sufficiently large (> 100) sample size 




matrices are equal holds exactly (Bollen, 1989). Given the strict assumptions of the LR test, it is 
understandable why other measures of fit are also used to sequentially test models. 
As with the LR test there are concerns with ΔGOF indices as well. One issue with most 
of the commonly used GOF indices is that they are descriptive in nature and do not have known 
probability distributions. That is, GOF indices can only be used to describe how well a model fits 
the data and cannot be used inferentially. Therefore, general cutoff values are provided as 
appropriate criterion as to whether a particular model fits the data or does not fit the data 
(Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). Also, there are no known probability distributions (i.e., p values) 
that can be used to compare nested models (like the LR test) when using alternative GOF 
indices. Presented below is a summary of each GOF index used for the current study along with 
their recommended cutoff values for adequate model fit. The cutoff values recommended by Hu 
and Bentler (1999) result in lower Type II error rates along with an acceptable cost of Type I 
error rates when using maximum likelihood (ML) as the estimation method. 
 Comparative Fit Index (CFI). This index is an incremental fit index, which measures 























    (2.10) 
where 2t  is the chi-square for the tested model, 
2
n  is the chi-square for the null model, and tdf  
and ndf  are the degrees of freedom for the tested and null model, respectively. The MAX 
function is used in the case of a negative value being calculated when subtracting the degrees of 




(indicated by the MAX function) to keep the upper-bound of the CFI at one, however, if this 
occurs it does not mean that the model has a perfect fit (Kline, 2011). The CFI describes the 
reduction of two nested models (Bentler, 1990). That is, the ratio of the null model to the tested 
model is subtracted from one. Therefore, if the discrepancy between the two models is small then 
the value should be close to one. Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend that a cutoff value close to 
or higher than .95 indicates a good model fit when using the CFI. 
 Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). This index proposed by Steiger 
and Lind (1980) and Steiger (1989) is an absolute type of fit index that measures error of 










     (2.11) 
where χ
2
 is the chi-square for the model, df is the degrees of freedom, and N is sample size. The 
RMSEA is adjusted for model parsimony because as the number of degrees of freedom increase 
(i.e., more parsimonious) the RMSEA value decreases, holding all else constant. If sample size is 
not held constant, then large increases in sample size will diminish the correction for parsimony 
(Kline, 2011). Therefore, the RMSEA is scaled as a badness-of-fit index (i.e., values close to 
zero indicate good model fit). Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend that a cutoff value less than .06 
be used to indicate a good model fit. Moreover, MacCallum, Browne, and Sugawara (1996) 
indicated that .01, .05, and .08 imply excellent, good, and fair fit, respectively. Another good 
quality of the RMSEA is that a confidence interval can be computed to assess the accuracy of the 




is not more than .08, the hypothesized model can be supported when using the RMSEA (Kline, 
2011). 
 Standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). The standardized root mean square 
residual (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1988) is an absolute fit index that measures error of approximation 










    (2.12) 
where sij is the observed covariance of the ith row and the jth column, σij is the model-implied 
covariance of the ith row and the jth column, sii and sjj are the observed standard deviations, and 
p is the number of observed variables. As evident in the equation above, the SRMR transforms 
the sample and model implied covariance matrices into correlation matrices (through division of 
the standard deviations) and assesses the overall discrepancies between the two correlation 
matrices. Therefore, the SRMR is a measure of the average correlational residuals (Kline, 2011). 
Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend that a cutoff value less than .08 indicates a good model fit 
when using the SRMR. However, Kline (2011) stated that reporting the SRMR summary statistic 
is not enough. Since the SRMR is the average of the absolute correlation residuals, some values 
may be much higher than the .08 criteria. Therefore, Kline (2011) suggests that it is better to 
actually inspect the correlation residuals and their patterns instead of just reporting the SRMR fit 
statistic. 
Gamma hat. Proposed by Steiger (1989) (also called unbiased goodness-of-fit index) is 















    (2.13) 
where p is the number of observed variables, χ
2
 is the model chi-square test statistic, df is the 
degrees of freedom for the model, and N is the sample size. Steiger, (1989) stated that Gamma 
hat “can be thought of as a weighted population coefficient of determination for the multivariate 
model” (p. 84) and that it is the population equivalent of Jöreskog and Sörbom’s GFI. Hu and 
Bentler (1999) recommend that a cutoff value above .95 indicates a good model fit when using 
Gamma hat. 
 McDonald’s Index (Mc). Proposed by McDonald (1989) is a centrality-based absolute 


















    (2.14) 
where χ
2
 is the model chi-square test statistic, df is the degrees of freedom for the model, and N 
is the sample size. In McDonald’s (1989) seminal article proposing this index, he defined it as a 
measure of centrality. However, other researchers have used names like McDonald’s fit index, 
noncentrality index, and CENTRA, all to describe Mc (Marsh, Hau, & Grayson, 2005). 
McDonald (1989) defined d as a noncentrality measure that can be used to assess “badness-of-
fit.” In McDonald’s (1989) article the equation for his noncentrality measure is 
d = f – (p/n)     (2.15) 
where f = (-2 Log L)/n, p is the number of observed variables, n is the sample size, and Log L is 










    (2.16) 
However, this study uses his measure of centrality defined above, which is what is currently used 
when researchers indicate they are using Mc. Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend that a cutoff 
value higher than .90 indicates a good model fit when using McDonald's index. 
 Following, is a summary of simulation studies used to investigate the MI properties 
among different models and research designs. The section will include five articles that used 
simulation studies to evaluate the sensitivity of selected fit indices to evaluate measurement 
invariance properties. They will be described in chronological order with the first study 
conducted in 2002 and the most recent study conducted in 2009. 
Previous Research 
  Cheung and Rensvold (2002) used a simulation study to examine changes in 20 fit 
indices (∆GOF) when imposing cross-group constraints on a first-order measurement model. The 
design conditions consisted of 48 different models (replicated 1,000 times for each condition) by 
varying certain parameters (i.e., number of factors, number of variables, factor loadings, factor 
variance, factor correlations, and sample size per group). Three fit indices (i.e., ∆CFI, ∆Gamma 
hat, and ∆Mc) were recommended because they are independent of model complexity and 
sample size, in addition to not being correlated with the overall fit measure (i.e., providing 
redundant information). Cheung and Rensvold (2002) also suggested invariance holds when the 
critical value is smaller than or equal to -.001 for ∆Gamma hat, -.02 for ∆Mc, and -.01 for ∆CFI.  
 French and Finch (2006) further investigated MI properties of first-order models using 
∆χ
2
, ∆CFI, and a combination of ∆χ
2




size, normality of variables, number of factors, number of variables, and factor loading 
differences. French and Finch (2006) considered a lack of invariance for ∆CFI as any value less 
than -.01, as also recommended by Cheung and Rensvold (2002), and a significant ∆χ
2
 (p < .05) 
for the likelihood ratio test. For the combined condition (i.e., combination of ∆χ
2
 and ∆CFI) 
models were considered non-invariant when both conditions were met. The authors found that 
the ∆χ
2
 (using an alpha of .05) provided good control of Type I error rate and high power for 
most situations while the observed variables were normally distributed and ML estimation was 
used. Using an alpha of .01, the ∆χ
2
 also has good control of Type I error but, as expected, less 
power. When comparing the ∆χ
2
 and the ∆CFI test, the ∆χ
2
 (using an alpha of .01) had more 
power than the ∆CFI test. In addition, when both the ∆χ
2
 and ∆CFI were used together the power 
was too low and therefore the authors recommend not using both fit indices simultaneously. In 
summary, French and Finch (2006) stated that ∆CFI was not as consistent as the ∆χ
2
 and with 
smaller sample size (i.e., n = 300) the Type I error rate of the ∆CFI drastically increased up to 10 
times greater than the nominal alpha rate.  
 The third study was conducted by Chen (2007) and included two Monte Carlo studies to 
investigate the sensitivity of ∆GOF indices and a lack of MI in first-order models. In the first 
study, Chen (2007) investigated the sampling variability of three common fit indices (i.e., 
SRMR, CFI, and RMSEA), in addition to the two recommended fit indices (i.e., Gamma hat and 
Mc) by Cheung and Rensvold (2002). Chen (2007) established cutoff points for deciding if 
invariance holds between two models by examining GOF indices’ percentiles and Type I error 
rates. Chen (2007) generated 500 replications per condition, which varied the number of groups, 
number of indicators per factor, number of factors, and sample size. Chen (2007) recommends 




-.008 for Gamma hat, and a change of ≤ -.010 to -.015 for Mc to indicate invariance holds. 
Chen’s (2007) results for CFI, RMSEA, and Mc are consistent with Cheung and Rensvold’s 
(2002) results. However, Chen (2007) recommends different values for SRMR based on the 
different levels of invariance tests (i.e., loading, intercept, and residual variance). For SRMR a 
change of ≥ .025 to .030 is recommend for invariance tests of factor loadings and a change of ≥ 
.005 to .010 is recommend for intercept level and residual variance tests. The second part of 
Chen’s (2007) study investigated the ∆GOFs at three levels of non-invariance (i.e., factor 
loadings, intercepts, and residual variances) in varied conditions: number of groups, number of 
indicators, number of factors, proportion of invariance (i.e., proportion of factor loadings 
differing across groups), pattern of invariance (i.e., uniform or mixed – all loadings higher in one 
group or varying by group), and ratio of sample size (i.e., ratio of the size of the two groups). 
One of the seminal findings from the second study occurred when testing invariance at the factor 
loadings and intercepts level. The interaction between the magnitude of loadings and pattern of 
invariance affected the ∆GOF indices making the relationship non-monotonic. That is, when lack 
of invariance was largest between the groups, changes in fit indices were the smallest. When lack 
of invariance was moderate between the groups, changes in fit indices were the largest. 
Therefore, Chen (2007) concludes by stating that MI testing is a very complex topic, as shown in 
her study, and several factors (e.g., pattern of invariance, proportion of invariance, etc.) all 
contribute to the sensitivity of the fit indices for a specified first-order model. 
 Meade, Johnson, and Braddy (2008) conducted a simulation study to investigate the 
limitations of Cheung and Rensvold’s (2002) study. The first limitation of Cheung and 
Rensvold’s (2002) study was that they only simulated data with perfect invariance and did not 




ΔGOF indices across a variety of MI tests (i.e., factor loadings, item intercepts, etc.) to provide 
overall average cutoff values. Therefore, Meade et al. (2008) designed their study to investigate 
the aforementioned limitations of Cheung and Rensvold’s (2002) study. First, Meade et al. 
(2008) investigated several fit indices when models were not perfectly invariant (i.e., a lack of 
invariance). Second, they examined cutoff values for ∆GOF indices across different types of MI 
tests (e.g., metric and scalar invariance). Meade et al.’s (2008) study was also based on the first-
order model. 
 There were three phases in Meade et al.’s (2008) study. The first was to simulate data for 
two groups that varied the level of invariance. The second phase determined cutoff values for 
varying conditions (e.g., number of factors, number of indicators per factor, sample size, 
percentages of items considered invariant, and the magnitude of invariance) under the null 
hypothesis of invariance. The third phase examined power and Type I error rates. Meade et al. 
(2008) found that all ΔGOFs were sensitive enough to detect a sizable lack of configural 
invariance, with ΔMc being the best index of detection. Several indices (e.g., ΔCFI, ΔMc, ΔIFI, 
ΔRNI, ΔGamma hat, and ΔRMSEA) were sensitive to a lack of invariance while being 
unaffected by sample size, number of items, number of factors, and interactions among those 
variables. In addition, all of the indices tested performed better than the traditional likelihood 
ratio test.  
 The results of the Meade et al.’s (2008) study concur with Cheung and Rensvold's (2002) 
study in that ΔCFI and ΔMc are the best indices to report because they are non-redundant with 
other ΔGOF indices. In addition, ΔCFI and ΔMc are less sensitive to sample size than chi-




different cutoff values for ΔCFI and ΔMc than Cheung and Rensvold (2002). Meade et al. (2008) 
recommended invariance cutoff values as changes less than .002 for ΔCFI and .008 for ΔMc. 
 Recently, Fan and Sivo (2009) investigated ∆GOF indices (e.g., ∆RMSEA, ∆NFI, ∆TLI, 
∆CFI, ∆Gamma hat, ∆McDonald’s, etc.) for mean structure analyses (i.e., population latent 
means) to test MI properties. Using a Monte Carlo study, they extended the previous work by 
Cheung and Rensvold (2002) who only investigated MI properties in terms of the covariance 
structure. Fan and Sivo (2009) tested three measurement models where they varied the number 
of latent factors and number of observed indicators per factor. However, Fan and Sivo (2009) 
were only interested in mean structure analysis and allowed the factor loadings, variances, 
covariances, and residual variances to be the same for both of the simulated populations. The 
mean structure of the model differed by each group in terms of effect sizes (i.e., standardized 
mean differences) from null (i.e., zero) to a large effect size of .80. Fan and Sivo (2009) 
indicated that the ∆GOF indices are sensitive to model complexity (i.e., number of indicators and 
latent factors) and are not useful for conducting mean structure invariance analysis. In other 
words, the power of the ∆GOF indices for detecting population mean differences decreases as 
the models become more complex (i.e., more factors and indicators per factor) which is opposite 
of what is expected (Fan & Sivo, 2009). Therefore, Fan and Sivo (2009) recommend that ∆GOF 
indices are not appropriate for mean structure invariance testing.  
 All of the previous studies contribute to the field of MI. However, to my knowledge no 
one to date has investigated the MI properties of the bifactor model, which is a higher-order 
model. The bifactor model was first proposed by Holzinger and Swineford (1937) in 
Psychometrika when the authors summarized the Preliminary Reports on the Spearman-




tests. The bifactor model is simply an extension of Spearman’s two-factor pattern, which consists 
of a general factor that loads on all items and additional uncorrelated unique factors. In other 
words, the bifactor model has a general factor (that loads on each item) and specific uncorrelated 
group factors, which contain covariance among a group of items over and above the general 
factor (Holzinger & Swineford, 1937).  
 The bifactor model is becoming increasingly more popular in applied research and can be 
used within the areas of intelligence research and method effects (Brown, Finney, & France, 
2011; Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006; DiStefano & Motl, 2006; Gustafsson & Balke, 1993; Jennrich 
& Bentler, 2012; Luo, Petrill, & Thompson, 1994). Therefore, it is foreseeable that the MI 
properties of higher-order models and the sensitivity of ΔGOF indices to detect non-invariance in 
higher-order models will need to be investigated. As found in Chen’s (2007) study of ∆GOF 
indices for the first-order model, the interaction between the magnitude of factor loadings 
differences and the pattern of invariance can yield complex results. Using Chen’s (2007) study as 
a foundation, it is likely that the higher-order models will be more multifaceted. Therefore, 
simulations studies are needed to evaluate the sensitivity of ΔGOF indices to detect non-
invariance in higher-order models. Given that the MI properties of the bifactor model have not 
been evaluated, the sensitivity of several fit indices (i.e., ΔCFI, ΔRMSEA, ΔSRMR, ΔGamma 






 The current study was designed to investigate some of the unresolved issues from 
previous research and help to fill a gap in the literature. To accomplish this, a CFA model was 
used to evaluate the measurement invariance properties of the bifactor model while manipulating 
several conditions to assess what effects the non-invariant parameters have on the GOF indices. 
The purpose of this study is measurement invariance, which assumes a theoretical model is 
hypothesized a priori. Therefore, the current study focuses on investigating only bifactor models 
and is not concerned with misspecification (i.e., unidimensional or multidimensional). The study 
investigated two bifactor models using twenty items with varying conditions.  
Bifactor Models 
The first model was classified as a simple bifactor model, consisting of twenty normally 
distributed items and three latent factors (i.e., one general and two specific). The general factor 
loaded on all twenty items and the first specific factor loaded on the first ten items whereas, the 
second specific factor loaded on the last ten items (see Figure 2). The second model was 
classified as a complex bifactor model, consisting of twenty normally distributed items and five 
latent factors (i.e., one general and four specific). Again, the general factor loaded on all twenty 
items and the first specific factor loaded on the first five items, the second specific factor on the 
second set of five items, the third specific factor on the third set of five items, and finally the 
fourth specific factor loaded on the last set of five items (see Figure 3). These types of models 
are typically used for attitudinal scales and can be used to examine method effects as well 
(DiStefano & Motl, 2006). The models were chosen to yield the most consistent results. In other 
words, as the bifactor model becomes more complex the findings may become more erratic, 
















The following sections provide a summary of the parameters controlled followed by 
subsections detailing each condition. The set of conditions were applied to both the simple and 
complex bifactor models. Also presented in the methods section were the equations used to 
generate the data along with algebraic extensions from the traditional one factor CFA model to 
the more complex bifactor model. 
Simulation Conditions 
 Five major parameters were manipulated in this study: 1) sample size per group, 2) 
magnitude of factor loadings differences, 3) factors with non-invariant loadings, 4) percentage of 
specific factors with non-invariant items, and 5) percentage of non-invariant items. 
Sample size. The minimum sample size was set to be large enough so the bifactor models 
can converge, and sample sizes for the two groups were selected to be equal. Therefore, the 
sample sizes per group were 400, 800, and 1200 yielding total sample sizes of 800, 1600, and 
2400, respectively. 
Magnitude of factor loading differences. The small and large magnitude of factor 
loading differences between the groups were .2 and .4, respectively. A factor loading difference 
greater than .4 may not be conceptually meaningful to simulate. That is, a factor loading 
difference greater than .4 is strong evidence that the item is non-invariant between the two 
groups and further MI testing for that item may be problematic. The factor loadings for group 1 
served as the reference group to compute the magnitude of factor loading differences for group 2. 
Group 1 was the group with the larger factor loadings. The factor loadings for group 2 were set 
by subtracting the magnitude differences of .2 or .4 from group 1. All of the factor loadings for 




second group were set at .7 when invariance existed. However, when the loadings were non-
invariant across groups, the factor loadings were .5 or .3 for small and large magnitude 
differences, respectively. 
Factors with non-invariant loadings. This condition specifies the location of the non-
invariant loadings for both the general and specific factors and was generated to be most 
practical for applied researchers. That is, conceptually non-invariant loadings could exist on only 
the specific factors or both the general and specific factor (for the same item). However, it is 
unlikely that the general factor would be non-invariant and the specific factor invariant, because 
the specific factor is the covariance among a group of items over and above the general factor 
(Holzinger & Swineford, 1937). Therefore, this condition was not simulated. To summarize, for 
both the simple and complex models one condition had non-invariant loadings on only the 
specific factor and the other condition had the non-invariant loadings on the specific factor and 
the associated loadings on the general factor for certain items.  
 Percentage of specific factors with non-invariant items. This condition specifies 
whether the non-invariant items occur on all of the specific factors (i.e., 100%) or only half of 
the specific factors (i.e., 50%) for both the simple and complex models. For example, in the 
simple model, 100% indicates that non-invariant items were located on both specific factors and 
the 50% condition indicates that non-invariant items were located on only one of the specific 
factors. The same logic is extended to the complex model where 100% indicates the non-
invariant items were on all four of the specific factors and 50% indicates that the non-invariant 




 Percentage of non-invariant items. This condition specifies the percentage of non-
invariance for the twenty items. The two conditions were 20% (i.e., 4/20) and 40% (i.e., 8/20) of 
the total items were non-invariant.  
  Table 1 summarizes the simulation conditions used for the study. There were a total of 48 
conditions (i.e., 3x2x2x2x2) for each bifactor model (i.e., simple and complex) replicated 1000 
times for a total of 96,000 data sets. 
Table 1 
 
Summary of Conditions for Simulation Study 
Parameters Controlled Condition Options 
n (per group) 400, 800, 1200 
Magnitude of Factor Loading Differences .2 or .4 
Factors with Non-Invariant Items Specific or Both General & Specific 
Percentage of Specific Factors Non-Invariant 50% or 100% 
Percentage of Non-Invariant Items 20% or 40% 
 
Fit Indices and Estimation 
 Based on previous researchers’ recommendations (Cheung & Rensold, 2002; French & 
Finch, 2006; Chen, 2007; Meade, Johnson, & Braddy, 2008; Fan & Sivo, 2009), five fit indices 
are used in this study (i.e., CFI, RMSEA, SRMR, Gamma hat, and Mc). The simulated data will 
be normally distributed and estimated using maximum likelihood (ML). ML is one of the most 
commonly used estimation techniques for normally distributed data and all model parameters are 




Equations to Generate Data 
 All of the data generation, estimation, and analyses will be conducted using EQS 6.1 and 
SAS 9.3. The equations used to generate the data are derived from the factor loading matrix (Λ). 
As typical with most simulation research, the factor variance was set to one for model 
identification instead of constraining a factor loading to be one from each group for each latent 
factor (Bollen, 1989; Millsap & Kwok, 2004; Yoon & Millsap, 2007). The factor loadings were 
specified for each group (based on the conditions above) and the error and covariance matrices 
were calculated from the lambda matrix. The general forms of the CFA and SEM equations were 
provided in Chapter 2. The following sections provide specific examples of the equations used to 
simulate the models. To aid in the discussion of the bifactor equations assume a factor loading 
matrix like the one below, where all twenty items load on the general factor, the first ten items 
load on the first specific factor, and the last ten items load on the second specific factor (i.e., the 

































































































































Traditional CFA equations. Before introducing the bifactor equations, example 
equations of a traditional one factor CFA model are presented. The following section will then 
extend the examples provided in the traditional CFA equations section to the more complex 
bifactor equations. To calculate the variance-covariance matrix, the factor loadings (λ), factor 
variance (Φ), and the error variances (δ) are all necessary components. For example, in a 
traditional, single factor CFA model the variance of the first item is defined as 
)( 111
2
11  VAR      (3.1) 
where 211 is the factor loading for the first item on the latent factor, 11  is the corresponding 




3.4) (Bollen, 1989). The covariance between the first two items, represented as COV(X1, X2), 
can be decomposed into the product of the factor loading and the factor score plus the error term 
for both items defined as (Bollen, 1989). 
21221111   xandx     (3.2) 
The terms from each item can be factored and appropriate terms canceled (i.e., COV(ξ1, δ1) = 
COV(ξ1, δ2) = COV(δ1, δ2) = 0) to define the covariance between the first two items as 
112111       (3.3) 
where 11  is the factor loading of the first item on the factor, 21  is the factor loading of the 
second item on the factor, and 11  is the latent factor variance. The error variance (theta-delta, 
Θδ) is defined below as 
2
111        (3.4) 
where 2
11  
is the factor loading for the first item on the factor. Therefore, it is clear that the 
remaining variation not accounted for by the factor loading is due to error, where strong (i.e., 
close to |1|) factor loadings have a stronger relationship with the latent factor resulting in less 
error and weak (i.e., close to |0|) factor loadings have more error. The next set of equations is 
presented to show how the traditional CFA model extends to the bifactor model. 
Bifactor equations. The bifactor model items’ variance and covariance terms change to 
include not only the specific factor loadings, but the general factor loadings as well. For 











where 210  is the factor loading for the first item on the general factor, 00  is the general factor 
variance, 211 is the factor loading for the first item on the first specific factor, 11 is the variance 
for the first specific factor, 212  is the factor loading for the first item on the second specific 
factor, 22 is the variance for the second specific factor, and )( 1VAR  is the remaining error 
variance for the first item (defined in equation 3.8 for the bifactor model). Next, the item 
covariances for the first two items of the bifactor model can be decomposed into the following 
terms for each item. 
2222121020212121110101   xandx  
 (3.6) 
However, note that the first two items do not load on the second specific factor (ξ2) therefore the 
appropriate terms will be canceled due to the zero factor loadings, but for demonstration 
purposes the equations are presented using all three latent factors. After factoring and canceling 
the appropriate terms the covariance between the first two items now becomes 
222212112111002010       (3.7) 
where 10  is the factor loading for the first item on the general factor, 20  is the factor loading 
for the second item on the general factor, 00  is the factor variance of the general latent factor, 
11  is the factor loading for the first item on the first specific factor, 21  is the factor loading for 
the second item on the first specific factor, 11  is the factor variance of the first specific latent 
factor, 12  is the factor loading for the first item on the second specific factor (equal to zero), 




22  is the factor variance of the second specific latent factor. For the bifactor model, the error 
term for the first item is defined as 
 2122112101        (3.8) 
where 210  is the factor loading for the first item on the general factor, 
2
11  is the factor loading 
for the first item on the first specific factor, and 212  is the factor loading for the first item on the 
second specific factor (equal to zero). The equations presented above will be used to generate the 
data for the bifactor model and assess the sensitivity of each ΔGOF index under investigation. 
Analyses 
 To evaluate the sensitivity of each fit index, the Type I error rate and power was 
calculated for metric level invariance and guidelines for establishing invariance were provided. 
The Type I error rate is the rejection rate for the invariant models, whereas, power is the 
rejection rate for the non-invariant models. To evaluate the influence of the parameters 
controlled, a variance component analysis was conducted to evaluate the proportion of variance 
accounted for in the ∆GOF indices by each condition (Harwell, 1997; Harwell, Rubinstein, 
Hayes, & Olds, 1992; Hoaglin & Andrews 1975). Omega-squared was used because it is an 
estimate of the proportion of variance accounted for in the population and should be used as 
opposed to eta-squared which is an estimate of the proportion of variance accounted for in a 
sample (Kirk, 1995). 
Arkansas Benchmark Model 
 To conclude the study, the bifactor model was applied to the Arkansas Benchmark Exam 




of-course math and literacy exam administered in grades 3 through 8 in Arkansas and is used for 
accountability purposes and Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) calculations. The model consisted 
of 25 items and six latent factors, which included one general math factor and five specific math 
strands (i.e., Numbers and Operations with 4 items, Algebra with 5 items, Geometry with 7 
items, Measurement with 4 items, and Data Analysis and Probability with 5 items). The 
measurement invariance properties of the third grade math test were evaluated by gender (18,678 
boys & 17,713 girls). First, the test of configural invariance was conducted followed by the 
equality test of factor loadings (i.e., metric invariance). The chi-square difference test (a.k.a. LR 
test) was calculated by subtracting the constrained factor loadings (i.e., metric invariance) model 
from the configural invariance model by group (males and females fitted separately) and used to 
evaluate if the constrained model fits the data worse than the unconstrained model. The LR test 
was used to evaluate if a significant chi-square difference test is associated with ΔGOF values 








In this chapter a detailed summary of the analyses conducted are provided. The first 
section provides the simulation cutoff values used for the bifactor model, followed by Type I 
error and power rates. The next section describes the proportion of variance accounted for in 
each ΔGOF by condition. Finally, the Arkansas Benchmark Examination (ABE) results will be 
presented last. A summary of the fit indices for each model are provided along with a brief 
discussion. Each of the models converged normally, setting the maximum iterations in EQS 6.1 
equal to 500 and any models with conditions codes were not used.  
Establishing Cutoff Criteria 
The simulation cutoff criteria have to be established before the Type I error and power 





percentiles of both the baseline models and non-invariant models. Presented in Tables 2-11 are 





 percentile (depending on which fit index is presented) for each of the 96 
ΔGOF conditions (with no condition codes). For example, Table 2 presents ΔGamma’s 
descriptive statistics for the complex model and the 48 simulated conditions, whereas Table 3 
presents the same descriptive statistics of ΔGamma for the simple model and the 48 associated 
conditions. The remaining eight tables (i.e., Tables 4-11) follow the same format for ΔMc, ΔCFI, 
ΔSRMR, and ΔRMSEA, respectively. The number of non-invariant models without any 
condition codes are presented in the n column (column left of M) in Tables 2-11. That is, n is the 
total number of replications (out of 1000) that did not have condition codes in either the 
constrained or unconstrained models and were used to calculate the ΔGOFs, whereas, nmodel is 




where higher values indicate better model fit (i.e., Gamma Hat, McDonald’s, and CFI). Positive 
ΔGOF values indicate a lack of fit for indices where lower values are indicative of better model 


























Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔGamma (Complex Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0487 0.0037 -0.0549 
    40 676 -0.0493 0.0053 -0.0579 
   100 20 1000 -0.0494 0.0038 -0.0555 
    40 1000 -0.0729 0.0046 -0.0803 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0413 0.0040 -0.0480 
    40 855 -0.0360 0.0054 -0.0452 
   100 20 1000 -0.0422 0.0040 -0.0485 
    40 1000 -0.0591 0.0049 -0.0670 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0489 0.0026 -0.0535 
    40 816 -0.0497 0.0030 -0.0546 
   100 20 1000 -0.0496 0.0025 -0.0537 
    40 1000 -0.0730 0.0032 -0.0783 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0415 0.0028 -0.0464 
    40 962 -0.0362 0.0032 -0.0418 
   100 20 1000 -0.0426 0.0027 -0.0471 
    40 1000 -0.0595 0.0033 -0.0651 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0491 0.0020 -0.0524 
    40 886 -0.0499 0.0023 -0.0535 
   100 20 1000 -0.0496 0.0021 -0.0530 
    40 1000 -0.0731 0.0025 -0.0771 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0416 0.0021 -0.0453 
    40 992 -0.0363 0.0024 -0.0404 
   100 20 1000 -0.0426 0.0022 -0.0462 
    40 1000 -0.0594 0.0027 -0.0636 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0801 0.0047 -0.0883 
    40 348 -0.0701 0.0056 -0.0800 
   100 20 1000 -0.0808 0.0045 -0.0883 
    40 1000 -0.1308 0.0059 -0.1400 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0659 0.0052 -0.0745 
    40 342 -0.0386 0.0056 -0.0473 
   100 20 1000 -0.0670 0.0050 -0.0750 
    40 1000 -0.1073 0.0063 -0.1176 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0802 0.0033 -0.0858 
    40 374 -0.0703 0.0033 -0.0754 
   100 20 1000 -0.0811 0.0030 -0.0860 
    40 1000 -0.1308 0.0042 -0.1375 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0663 0.0036 -0.0724 
    40 423 -0.0385 0.0034 -0.0437 
   100 20 1000 -0.0676 0.0033 -0.0731 
    40 1000 -0.1078 0.0043 -0.1152 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0805 0.0026 -0.0849 
    40 422 -0.0706 0.0027 -0.0750 
   100 20 1000 -0.0811 0.0026 -0.0852 
    40 1000 -0.1310 0.0033 -0.1362 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0664 0.0028 -0.0711 
    40 462 -0.0385 0.0025 -0.0428 
   100 20 1000 -0.0676 0.0027 -0.0722 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔGamma (Simple Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 707 -0.0321 0.0061 -0.0427 
    40 694 -0.0510 0.0082 -0.0644 
   100 20 554 -0.0318 0.0054 -0.0414 
    40 686 -0.0544 0.0064 -0.0647 
  SPEC   50 20 845 -0.0234 0.0055 -0.0322 
    40 888 -0.0325 0.0066 -0.0433 
   100 20 844 -0.0240 0.0055 -0.0334 
    40 899 -0.0402 0.0062 -0.0507 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 766 -0.0311 0.0042 -0.0376 
    40 749 -0.0501 0.0063 -0.0622 
   100 20 636 -0.0307 0.0035 -0.0360 
    40 746 -0.0532 0.0039 -0.0594 
  SPEC   50 20 903 -0.0224 0.0031 -0.0275 
    40 917 -0.0316 0.0046 -0.0400 
   100 20 897 -0.0232 0.0030 -0.0281 
    40 915 -0.0393 0.0036 -0.0454 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 780 -0.0307 0.0034 -0.0361 
    40 777 -0.0498 0.0051 -0.0597 
   100 20 694 -0.0305 0.0026 -0.0347 
    40 782 -0.0531 0.0033 -0.0582 
  SPEC   50 20 921 -0.0222 0.0024 -0.0262 
    40 929 -0.0315 0.0040 -0.0389 
   100 20 921 -0.0230 0.0024 -0.0269 
    40 927 -0.0394 0.0028 -0.0441 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 704 -0.0642 0.0070 -0.0757 
    40 675 -0.1088 0.0095 -0.1229 
   100 20 59 -0.0627 0.0068 -0.0742 
    40 691 -0.1131 0.0079 -0.1265 
  SPEC   50 20 904 -0.0446 0.0065 -0.0546 
    40 759 -0.0737 0.0074 -0.0858 
   100 20 899 -0.0458 0.0061 -0.0555 
    40 903 -0.0860 0.0074 -0.0979 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 763 -0.0631 0.0050 -0.0713 
    40 743 -0.1085 0.0074 -0.1195 
   100 20 31 -0.0633 0.0044 -0.0713 
    40 748 -0.1122 0.0051 -0.1204 
  SPEC   50 20 919 -0.0438 0.0039 -0.0504 
    40 899 -0.0733 0.0048 -0.0813 
   100 20 915 -0.0453 0.0036 -0.0513 
    40 919 -0.0850 0.0048 -0.0930 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 781 -0.0629 0.0043 -0.0698 
    40 779 -0.1086 0.0067 -0.1180 
   100 20 22 -0.0621 0.0032 -0.0661 
    40 775 -0.1120 0.0042 -0.1189 
  SPEC   50 20 924 -0.0438 0.0032 -0.0492 
    40 923 -0.0735 0.0039 -0.0798 
   100 20 922 -0.0454 0.0030 -0.0505 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔMcDonald’s (Complex Model) by 
Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.2248 0.0162 -0.2519 
    40 676 -0.2273 0.0240 -0.2668 
   100 20 1000 -0.2276 0.0163 -0.2546 
    40 1000 -0.3236 0.0185 -0.3531 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.1927 0.0177 -0.2224 
    40 855 -0.1697 0.0251 -0.2118 
   100 20 1000 -0.1967 0.0178 -0.2255 
    40 1000 -0.2682 0.0203 -0.3018 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.2263 0.0114 -0.2460 
    40 816 -0.2298 0.0134 -0.2516 
   100 20 1000 -0.2295 0.0106 -0.2473 
    40 1000 -0.3250 0.0128 -0.3456 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.1946 0.0122 -0.2158 
    40 962 -0.1711 0.0144 -0.1958 
   100 20 1000 -0.1992 0.0117 -0.2190 
    40 1000 -0.2707 0.0138 -0.2941 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.2272 0.0088 -0.2420 
    40 886 -0.2306 0.0100 -0.2470 
   100 20 1000 -0.2297 0.0089 -0.2443 
    40 1000 -0.3255 0.0098 -0.3415 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.1950 0.0094 -0.2112 
    40 992 -0.1714 0.0108 -0.1901 
   100 20 1000 -0.1994 0.0095 -0.2148 
    40 1000 -0.2706 0.0110 -0.2879 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.3512 0.0185 -0.3831 
    40 348 -0.3128 0.0242 -0.3559 
   100 20 1000 -0.3540 0.0178 -0.3821 
    40 1000 -0.5262 0.0195 -0.5574 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.2960 0.0211 -0.3304 
    40 342 -0.1811 0.0258 -0.2225 
   100 20 1000 -0.3004 0.0203 -0.3338 
    40 1000 -0.4495 0.0222 -0.4859 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.3529 0.0129 -0.3748 
    40 374 -0.3145 0.0136 -0.3359 
   100 20 1000 -0.3562 0.0117 -0.3754 
    40 1000 -0.5280 0.0137 -0.5495 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.2983 0.0146 -0.3228 
    40 423 -0.1811 0.0154 -0.2050 
   100 20 1000 -0.3036 0.0134 -0.3260 
    40 1000 -0.4528 0.0152 -0.4784 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.3543 0.0101 -0.3714 
    40 422 -0.3159 0.0111 -0.3339 
   100 20 1000 -0.3566 0.0100 -0.3724 
    40 1000 -0.5289 0.0105 -0.5457 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.2992 0.0113 -0.3182 
    40 462 -0.1814 0.0113 -0.2003 
   100 20 1000 -0.3040 0.0110 -0.3222 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔMcDonald’s (Simple Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 707 -0.1531 0.0285 -0.2017 
    40 694 -0.2358 0.0359 -0.2932 
   100 20 554 -0.1516 0.0251 -0.1957 
    40 686 -0.2503 0.0281 -0.2957 
  SPEC   50 20 845 -0.1129 0.0263 -0.1553 
    40 888 -0.1545 0.0303 -0.2036 
   100 20 844 -0.1154 0.0261 -0.1601 
    40 899 -0.1887 0.0281 -0.2360 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 766 -0.1483 0.0193 -0.1783 
    40 749 -0.2319 0.0271 -0.2836 
   100 20 636 -0.1466 0.0163 -0.1709 
    40 746 -0.2453 0.0170 -0.2721 
  SPEC   50 20 903 -0.1081 0.0146 -0.1321 
    40 917 -0.1505 0.0210 -0.1884 
   100 20 897 -0.1118 0.0143 -0.1349 
    40 915 -0.1851 0.0162 -0.2123 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 780 -0.1467 0.0156 -0.1713 
    40 777 -0.2306 0.0216 -0.2727 
   100 20 694 -0.1456 0.0120 -0.1647 
    40 782 -0.2445 0.0140 -0.2665 
  SPEC   50 20 921 -0.1072 0.0114 -0.1260 
    40 929 -0.1498 0.0182 -0.1830 
   100 20 921 -0.1112 0.0113 -0.1293 
    40 927 -0.1855 0.0126 -0.2064 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 704 -0.2908 0.0295 -0.3389 
    40 675 -0.4578 0.0345 -0.5106 
   100 20 59 -0.2845 0.0290 -0.3388 
    40 691 -0.4726 0.0289 -0.5203 
  SPEC   50 20 904 -0.2080 0.0289 -0.2523 
    40 759 -0.3278 0.0305 -0.3765 
   100 20 899 -0.2132 0.0274 -0.2576 
    40 903 -0.3746 0.0294 -0.4213 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 763 -0.2862 0.0209 -0.3202 
    40 743 -0.4564 0.0261 -0.4952 
   100 20 31 -0.2874 0.0187 -0.3234 
    40 748 -0.4691 0.0181 -0.4983 
  SPEC   50 20 919 -0.2045 0.0175 -0.2341 
    40 899 -0.3264 0.0195 -0.3585 
   100 20 915 -0.2113 0.0158 -0.2372 
    40 919 -0.3714 0.0185 -0.4024 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 781 -0.2854 0.0177 -0.3140 
    40 779 -0.4566 0.0234 -0.4889 
   100 20 22 -0.2825 0.0139 -0.2989 
    40 775 -0.4684 0.0147 -0.4919 
  SPEC   50 20 924 -0.2046 0.0142 -0.2287 
    40 923 -0.3274 0.0158 -0.3524 
   100 20 922 -0.2116 0.0131 -0.2340 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔCFI (Complex Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0098 0.0009 -0.0112 
    40 676 -0.0111 0.0011 -0.0130 
   100 20 1000 -0.0100 0.0009 -0.0115 
    40 1000 -0.0172 0.0012 -0.0191 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0081 0.0009 -0.0096 
    40 855 -0.0076 0.0011 -0.0093 
   100 20 1000 -0.0082 0.0009 -0.0096 
    40 1000 -0.0130 0.0012 -0.0151 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0099 0.0006 -0.0110 
    40 816 -0.0113 0.0007 -0.0124 
   100 20 1000 -0.0101 0.0006 -0.0110 
    40 1000 -0.0172 0.0009 -0.0187 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0081 0.0006 -0.0092 
    40 962 -0.0077 0.0007 -0.0088 
   100 20 1000 -0.0084 0.0006 -0.0093 
    40 1000 -0.0131 0.0008 -0.0145 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0100 0.0005 -0.0107 
    40 886 -0.0113 0.0005 -0.0122 
   100 20 1000 -0.0101 0.0005 -0.0109 
    40 1000 -0.0173 0.0006 -0.0183 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0082 0.0005 -0.0090 
    40 992 -0.0077 0.0005 -0.0085 
   100 20 1000 -0.0084 0.0005 -0.0092 
    40 1000 -0.0131 0.0007 -0.0142 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0171 0.0011 -0.0191 
    40 348 -0.0169 0.0013 -0.0192 
   100 20 1000 -0.0173 0.0011 -0.0192 
    40 1000 -0.0345 0.0018 -0.0374 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0136 0.0012 -0.0156 
    40 342 -0.0085 0.0012 -0.0104 
   100 20 1000 -0.0138 0.0012 -0.0156 
    40 1000 -0.0261 0.0018 -0.0291 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0172 0.0008 -0.0186 
    40 374 -0.0171 0.0008 -0.0183 
   100 20 1000 -0.0174 0.0007 -0.0187 
    40 1000 -0.0345 0.0013 -0.0365 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0137 0.0008 -0.0151 
    40 423 -0.0085 0.0007 -0.0097 
   100 20 1000 -0.0140 0.0008 -0.0153 
    40 1000 -0.0262 0.0012 -0.0284 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 -0.0173 0.0006 -0.0183 
    40 422 -0.0172 0.0006 -0.0182 
   100 20 1000 -0.0175 0.0006 -0.0185 
    40 1000 -0.0346 0.0010 -0.0361 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 -0.0137 0.0006 -0.0148 
    40 462 -0.0086 0.0005 -0.0095 
   100 20 1000 -0.0140 0.0006 -0.0151 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 5
th
 Percentiles for ΔCFI (Simple Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 5
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 707 -0.0052 0.0010 -0.0069 
    40 694 -0.0096 0.0016 -0.0124 
   100 20 554 -0.0052 0.0009 -0.0067 
    40 686 -0.0104 0.0012 -0.0125 
  SPEC   50 20 845 -0.0037 0.0008 -0.0051 
    40 888 -0.0057 0.0012 -0.0076 
   100 20 844 -0.0038 0.0008 -0.0052 
    40 899 -0.0072 0.0011 -0.0090 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 766 -0.0052 0.0007 -0.0063 
    40 749 -0.0096 0.0013 -0.0121 
   100 20 636 -0.0051 0.0006 -0.0060 
    40 746 -0.0103 0.0007 -0.0115 
  SPEC   50 20 903 -0.0036 0.0005 -0.0044 
    40 917 -0.0057 0.0008 -0.0072 
   100 20 897 -0.0038 0.0005 -0.0046 
    40 915 -0.0072 0.0006 -0.0082 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 780 -0.0052 0.0006 -0.0061 
    40 777 -0.0096 0.0010 -0.0116 
   100 20 694 -0.0051 0.0004 -0.0058 
    40 782 -0.0103 0.0006 -0.0113 
  SPEC   50 20 921 -0.0036 0.0004 -0.0042 
    40 929 -0.0057 0.0007 -0.0071 
   100 20 921 -0.0038 0.0004 -0.0044 
    40 927 -0.0072 0.0005 -0.0081 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 704 -0.0113 0.0012 -0.0134 
    40 675 -0.0231 0.0021 -0.0263 
   100 20 59 -0.0111 0.0012 -0.0135 
    40 691 -0.0243 0.0018 -0.0272 
  SPEC   50 20 904 -0.0076 0.0011 -0.0092 
    40 759 -0.0144 0.0015 -0.0169 
   100 20 899 -0.0078 0.0010 -0.0094 
    40 903 -0.0172 0.0015 -0.0197 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 763 -0.0113 0.0009 -0.0128 
    40 743 -0.0232 0.0017 -0.0257 
   100 20 31 -0.0112 0.0007 -0.0124 
    40 748 -0.0242 0.0012 -0.0261 
  SPEC   50 20 919 -0.0075 0.0007 -0.0087 
    40 899 -0.0144 0.0010 -0.0161 
   100 20 915 -0.0078 0.0006 -0.0088 
    40 919 -0.0171 0.0010 -0.0188 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 781 -0.0113 0.0008 -0.0126 
    40 779 -0.0233 0.0016 -0.0255 
   100 20 22 -0.0111 0.0006 -0.0119 
    40 775 -0.0242 0.0009 -0.0258 
  SPEC   50 20 924 -0.0075 0.0006 -0.0085 
    40 923 -0.0145 0.0008 -0.0158 
   100 20 922 -0.0078 0.0005 -0.0087 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 95
th
 Percentiles for ΔSRMR (Complex Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 95
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9348 0.0686 1.0502 
    40 676 0.8895 0.0623 0.9931 
   100 20 1000 0.9375 0.0688 1.0536 
    40 1000 0.9729 0.0643 1.0798 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.8913 0.0729 1.0129 
    40 855 0.8217 0.0693 0.9378 
   100 20 1000 0.8944 0.0731 1.0186 
    40 1000 0.8897 0.0722 1.0119 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9428 0.0483 1.0226 
    40 816 0.8947 0.0437 0.9692 
   100 20 1000 0.9456 0.0480 1.0264 
    40 1000 0.9804 0.0447 1.0546 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.8995 0.0512 0.9858 
    40 962 0.8299 0.0488 0.9119 
   100 20 1000 0.9027 0.0511 0.9887 
    40 1000 0.8976 0.0504 0.9808 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9430 0.0381 1.0070 
    40 886 0.8960 0.0341 0.9542 
   100 20 1000 0.9453 0.0380 1.0097 
    40 1000 0.9806 0.0352 1.0409 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.8992 0.0406 0.9672 
    40 992 0.8291 0.0389 0.8944 
   100 20 1000 0.9021 0.0406 0.9700 
    40 1000 0.8970 0.0399 0.9644 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9885 0.0630 1.0937 
    40 348 0.8734 0.0539 0.9627 
   100 20 1000 0.9930 0.0632 1.0982 
    40 1000 1.0682 0.0552 1.1592 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.9008 0.0722 1.0225 
    40 342 0.7392 0.0653 0.8515 
   100 20 1000 0.9057 0.0725 1.0292 
    40 1000 0.9093 0.0712 1.0305 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9960 0.0446 1.0704 
    40 374 0.8780 0.0364 0.9378 
   100 20 1000 1.0006 0.0440 1.0749 
    40 1000 1.0750 0.0383 1.1405 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.9090 0.0510 0.9933 
    40 423 0.7424 0.0431 0.8115 
   100 20 1000 0.9140 0.0507 0.9993 
    40 1000 0.9170 0.0497 0.9978 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.9968 0.0351 1.0544 
    40 422 0.8801 0.0293 0.9300 
   100 20 1000 1.0007 0.0347 1.0600 
    40 1000 1.0760 0.0301 1.1260 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.9089 0.0404 0.9763 
    40 462 0.7439 0.0355 0.8046 
   100 20 1000 0.9134 0.0402 0.9818 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 95
th
 Percentiles for ΔSRMR (Simple Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 95
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 707 0.2615 0.0623 0.3377 
    40 694 0.3961 0.2174 0.8755 
   100 20 554 0.2615 0.0583 0.3201 
    40 686 0.2761 0.0649 0.3312 
  SPEC   50 20 845 0.2355 0.0389 0.2996 
    40 888 0.3703 0.2146 0.7716 
   100 20 844 0.2386 0.0441 0.2988 
    40 899 0.2466 0.0445 0.3086 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 766 0.2571 0.0488 0.3180 
    40 749 0.3781 0.2004 0.8509 
   100 20 636 0.2565 0.0519 0.2975 
    40 746 0.2675 0.0312 0.3052 
  SPEC   50 20 903 0.2294 0.0343 0.2778 
    40 917 0.3523 0.2136 0.7502 
   100 20 897 0.2331 0.0313 0.2764 
    40 915 0.2403 0.0300 0.2820 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 780 0.2564 0.0476 0.3073 
    40 777 0.3598 0.1797 0.8452 
   100 20 694 0.2530 0.0292 0.2857 
    40 782 0.2709 0.0550 0.2973 
  SPEC   50 20 921 0.2274 0.0297 0.2663 
    40 929 0.3323 0.2060 0.7365 
   100 20 921 0.2313 0.0198 0.2630 
    40 927 0.2401 0.0328 0.2703 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 704 0.3278 0.0784 0.4161 
    40 675 0.6656 0.2783 1.0255 
   100 20 59 0.3213 0.0346 0.3991 
    40 691 0.3652 0.0646 0.4143 
  SPEC   50 20 904 0.2277 0.0524 0.2863 
    40 759 0.7598 0.0817 0.8880 
   100 20 899 0.2517 0.0358 0.3145 
    40 903 0.2971 0.1161 0.3943 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 763 0.3197 0.0573 0.3953 
    40 743 0.6839 0.2762 1.0097 
   100 20 31 0.3350 0.0996 0.3738 
    40 748 0.3576 0.0314 0.3937 
  SPEC   50 20 919 0.2220 0.0236 0.2626 
    40 899 0.7623 0.0551 0.8529 
   100 20 915 0.2497 0.0246 0.2918 
    40 919 0.2738 0.0539 0.3117 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 781 0.3216 0.0576 0.3861 
    40 779 0.6842 0.2787 0.9982 
   100 20 22 0.3051 0.0174 0.3324 
    40 775 0.3577 0.0299 0.3861 
  SPEC   50 20 924 0.2221 0.0195 0.2530 
    40 923 0.7652 0.0402 0.8344 
   100 20 922 0.2496 0.0268 0.2819 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 95
th
 Percentiles for ΔRMSEA (Complex Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 95
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0475 0.0063 0.0563 
    40 676 0.0477 0.0080 0.0588 
   100 20 1000 0.0478 0.0063 0.0567 
    40 1000 0.0606 0.0065 0.0697 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0429 0.0063 0.0523 
    40 855 0.0396 0.0080 0.0509 
   100 20 1000 0.0434 0.0063 0.0529 
    40 1000 0.0533 0.0065 0.0630 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0505 0.0045 0.0566 
    40 816 0.0509 0.0052 0.0575 
   100 20 1000 0.0509 0.0045 0.0567 
    40 1000 0.0636 0.0046 0.0696 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0461 0.0045 0.0523 
    40 962 0.0425 0.0052 0.0495 
   100 20 1000 0.0466 0.0045 0.0527 
    40 1000 0.0565 0.0046 0.0627 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0515 0.0038 0.0564 
    40 886 0.0520 0.0042 0.0571 
   100 20 1000 0.0518 0.0038 0.0566 
    40 1000 0.0645 0.0040 0.0696 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0469 0.0039 0.0520 
    40 992 0.0435 0.0043 0.0489 
   100 20 1000 0.0476 0.0039 0.0525 
    40 1000 0.0573 0.0040 0.0624 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0642 0.0066 0.0733 
    40 348 0.0591 0.0080 0.0701 
   100 20 1000 0.0644 0.0065 0.0733 
    40 1000 0.0866 0.0068 0.0960 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0570 0.0066 0.0668 
    40 342 0.0417 0.0080 0.0524 
   100 20 1000 0.0575 0.0066 0.0673 
    40 1000 0.0766 0.0069 0.0869 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0672 0.0047 0.0732 
    40 374 0.0621 0.0052 0.0685 
   100 20 1000 0.0675 0.0047 0.0734 
    40 1000 0.0896 0.0049 0.0960 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0602 0.0047 0.0667 
    40 423 0.0442 0.0055 0.0513 
   100 20 1000 0.0608 0.0047 0.0670 
    40 1000 0.0798 0.0049 0.0864 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 1000 0.0681 0.0040 0.0731 
    40 422 0.0634 0.0044 0.0685 
   100 20 1000 0.0685 0.0039 0.0734 
    40 1000 0.0906 0.0041 0.0959 
  SPEC   50 20 1000 0.0610 0.0040 0.0664 
    40 462 0.0448 0.0045 0.0503 
   100 20 1000 0.0617 0.0040 0.0668 







Means, Standard Deviations, and 95
th
 Percentiles for ΔRMSEA (Simple Model) by Condition 
Loading nModel Location Specific % Total items % n M SD 95
th
 Percentile 
.2 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 707 0.0395 0.0070 0.0490 
    40 694 0.0519 0.0073 0.0619 
   100 20 554 0.0393 0.0066 0.0480 
    40 686 0.0539 0.0067 0.0624 
  SPEC   50 20 845 0.0322 0.0076 0.0422 
    40 888 0.0389 0.0078 0.0499 
   100 20 844 0.0324 0.0077 0.0426 
    40 899 0.0441 0.0077 0.0540 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 766 0.0405 0.0051 0.0470 
    40 749 0.0528 0.0053 0.0608 
   100 20 636 0.0401 0.0047 0.0457 
    40 746 0.0547 0.0045 0.0602 
  SPEC   50 20 903 0.0331 0.0051 0.0398 
    40 917 0.0400 0.0055 0.0484 
   100 20 897 0.0337 0.0051 0.0401 
    40 915 0.0454 0.0051 0.0518 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 780 0.0408 0.0040 0.0461 
    40 777 0.0532 0.0043 0.0599 
   100 20 694 0.0408 0.0037 0.0452 
    40 782 0.0552 0.0038 0.0596 
  SPEC   50 20 921 0.0336 0.0042 0.0386 
    40 929 0.0408 0.0047 0.0480 
   100 20 921 0.0343 0.0042 0.0394 
    40 927 0.0462 0.0041 0.0514 
.4 400 SPEC & GEN   50 20 704 0.0592 0.0066 0.0677 
    40 675 0.0808 0.0070 0.0894 
   100 20 59 0.0575 0.0069 0.0657 
    40 691 0.0826 0.0068 0.0907 
  SPEC   50 20 904 0.0469 0.0076 0.0565 
    40 759 0.0630 0.0075 0.0726 
   100 20 899 0.0474 0.0076 0.0572 
    40 903 0.0688 0.0075 0.0783 
 800 SPEC & GEN   50 20 763 0.0602 0.0049 0.0664 
    40 743 0.0818 0.0052 0.0885 
   100 20 31 0.0602 0.0047 0.0650 
    40 748 0.0836 0.0045 0.0891 
  SPEC   50 20 919 0.0482 0.0053 0.0552 
    40 899 0.0644 0.0053 0.0712 
   100 20 915 0.0492 0.0050 0.0555 
    40 919 0.0703 0.0052 0.0767 
 1200 SPEC & GEN   50 20 781 0.0606 0.0040 0.0658 
    40 779 0.0824 0.0044 0.0883 
   100 20 22 0.0607 0.0043 0.0640 
    40 775 0.0840 0.0038 0.0886 
  SPEC   50 20 924 0.0490 0.0042 0.0544 
    40 923 0.0655 0.0043 0.0706 
   100 20 922 0.0500 0.0042 0.0552 





The simulation cutoff values in Table 12 were determined using the minimum, in terms 




 percentiles for each ΔGOF index disaggregated by model complexity 
and sample size. For example, in Table 3 the values used for ΔGamma using the complex model 
with a sample size of 400 was -.0452, for a sample size of 800 the value was -.0418, and sample 
size of 1200 the value was -.0404. These values were chosen because they are the smallest (i.e., 
minimum) change (in terms of absolute value) to indicate a lack of invariance. Therefore, any 
values beyond the simulation cutoffs would be flagged as non-invariant. That is, if the difference 
between the test of configural invariance and metric invariance is beyond the simulated cutoff 
value then a lack of invariance exists at the factor loading level. Since SRMR and RMSEA are 




















Simulation Cutoff Values by Model Complexity and Sample Size 
Index Model nModel Cutoff value 
ΔGamma Complex   400 -.0452 
    800 -.0418 
  1200 -.0404 
 Simple   400 -.0322 
    800 -.0275 
  1200 -.0262 
ΔMcDonald’s Complex   400 -.2118 
    800 -.1958 
  1200 -.1901 
 Simple   400 -.1553 
    800 -.1321 
  1200 -.1260 
ΔCFI Complex   400 -.0093 
    800 -.0088 
  1200 -.0085 
 Simple   400 -.0051 
    800 -.0045 
  1200 -.0043 
ΔSRMR Complex   400  .8515 
    800  .8115 
  1200  .8046 
 Simple   400  .2863 
    800  .2626 
  1200  .2530 
ΔRMSEA Complex   400  .0509 
    800  .0495 
  1200  .0489 
 Simple   400  .0422 
    800  .0398 
  1200  .0386 







Type I Error Rates 
After defining the simulation cutoff values, the Type I error rates are calculated. Type I 
error occurs when the invariant models are being indicated as non-invariant using the previously 
defined simulation cutoff values from Table 12. The ΔGOF indices were calculated by 
subtracting the constrained invariant model from the unconstrained invariant model. Any 
replication that had a larger (absolute value) ΔGOF index than the simulated cutoff value was 
flagged as non-invariant. For example, if using the complex model with sample size of 400, the 
simulation cutoff value for CFI is -.0093. Any replication without condition codes exceeding the 
CFI cutoff value would be identified as non-invariant (i.e., Type I error). The Type I error rates 
for the invariant models were calculated for each index. Presented in the additional supplements 
files are the six (i.e., simple versus complex models and the three different sample sizes) 
invariant charts that graph the Type I error for each index. There were only six combinations that 
could be simulated to be completely invariant, the other conditions (i.e., factor loading 
differences, total non-invariant items, etc.) are used for the non-invariant models. As shown in 
the charts all indices have no Type I error except for ΔSRMR. This occurred because the ΔGOF 
indices in the non-invariant models are much larger than the ΔGOF indices in the invariant 
models (refer to Table 13 to view the summary statistics of the baseline ΔGOF indices). 
Comparing the simulated cutoffs in Table 12 to the invariant models’ ΔGOF indices (Table 13), 
it is clear that the simulation cutoff values are larger than the differences in the invariant models 
(except for ΔSRMR). Therefore, none of the invariant models are being flagged as “non-







Invariant Models’ Means, Standard Deviations, and Percentiles to Yield Simulated Cutoff Values 
Index Model nModel M SD Percentile n 
     5
th
  
ΔGamma Complex   400 -.0234 .0027  -.0280 1000 
    800 -.0236 .0018  -.0266 1000 
  1200 -.0236 .0015  -.0260 1000 
 Simple   400 -.0079 .0046  -.0160 692 
    800 -.0067 .0026  -.0110 762 
  1200 -.0063 .0018  -.0093 793 
ΔMcDonald’s Complex   400 -.1122 .0126  -.1334 1000 
    800 -.1136 .0084  -.1279 1000 
  1200 -.1136 .0068  -.1251 1000 
 Simple   400 -.0389 .0229  -.0793 692 
    800 -.0332 .0128  -.0545 762 
  1200 -.0314 .0088  -.0459 793 
ΔCFI Complex   400 -.0040 .0006  -.0050 1000 
    800 -.0041 .0004  -.0047 1000 
  1200 -.0041 .0003  -.0047 1000 
 Simple   400 -.0009 .0006  -.0019 692 
    800 -.0009 .0003  -.0014 762 
  1200 -.0009 .0002  -.0013 793 
     95
th
  
ΔSRMR Complex   400  .8937 .0740 1.0184 1000 
    800  .9020 .0518   .9883 1000 
  1200  .9013 .0412   .9710 1000 
 Simple   400  .2279 .0360   .2900 692 
    800  .2235 .0364   .2660 762 
  1200  .2218 .0285   .2536 793 
ΔRMSEA Complex   400  .0302 .0058   .0389 1000 
    800  .0333 .0042   .0388 1000 
  1200  .0341 .0037   .0389 1000 
 Simple   400  .0155 .0084   .0269 692 
    800  .0162 .0053   .0234 762 
  1200  .0165 .0041   .0221 793 





The next analysis of the simulation study was to determine the power for each ΔGOF 
index by condition. Power occurs when the non-invariant models are correctly identified using 
the simulation cutoff values from Table 12. The ΔGOF indices are calculated by subtracting the 
constrained non-invariant model from the unconstrained non-invariant model for each replication 
without condition codes. For example, the simulated cutoff value for ΔCFI is -.0093 in the 
complex model with n = 400. Therefore, the ΔCFI values that are subsumed under the complex 
model with n = 400 and beyond the simulated cutoff value would be identified as non-invariant. 
The proportion of flagged non-invariant models for each condition will be the power rate of the 
fit indices and are in the additional supplements files. The folder labeled “COMPLEX .2” 
presents complex models with .2 factor loading differences, the “COMPLEX .4” folder presents 
complex models with .4 factor loading differences, the “SIMPLE .2” folder presents simple 
models with .2 factor loading differences, and the “SIMPLE .4” folder presents simple models 
with .4 factor loading differences. 
The abbreviated model names presented in the power charts (see additional supplements) 
represent the different condition options for each model and are defined in Table 14. The 
abbreviated model names are presented so the reader will be able to identify the exact model 
used in each chart. For example, in the additional supplements (folder labeled “COMPLEX .2”), 
the power chart titled “COMPLEX_2_1200_SPECIFIC_100_40,” represents the complex model 
(i.e., COMPLEX), .2 factor loading difference (i.e., _2), sample size of 1200 per group (i.e., 
_1200), and a total of eight non-invariant factor loadings (i.e, _40: 40% = 8 out of 20 items were 







Summary of Model Conditions 
Conditions Levels of simulation 
Model Complexity
a
 Simple, Complex 
Magnitude of factor loading difference .2, .4 
Sample size by group 400, 800, 12000 
Location of non-invariant items
b
 GEN & SPEC, SPEC 










simple model: one general factor with two specific factors; complex model: one general 
factor with four specific factors. 
b
GEN stands for general factor and SPEC stands for specific factor 
c
50% indicates non-invariant items located on only half of the specific factors, 100% indicates 
non-invariant items equally located on all of the specific factors. 
 
Variance Components Analysis 
The last analysis conducted on the simulated data (presented in Table 15) was to examine 
the proportion of variance accounted for in each ΔGOF index by simulation conditions (i.e., 
model complexity, magnitude of factor loading differences, sample size per group, factors with 
non-invariant items, percentage of specific non-invariant factors, and the percentage of total non-
invariant items). The variance component analysis is useful to evaluate how much of the 
variability in each ΔGOF index can be attributed to the different simulated conditions. The semi-
partial omega squared (ω
2
) values were chosen because omega is an estimate of the population 
effect size and the semi-partial value is the proportion of variance explained without partialling 




magnitude of the factor loading differences contributed the most variation to each ΔGOF index 
except ΔSRMR. For ΔSRMR the largest contribution of variance was model complexity (i.e., 
simple or complex). That is, model complexity (as evident in Tables 8 and 9 above) influences 
the values of ΔSRMR the most (complex models had much larger ΔSRMR values than the 
simple models). The interactions that contributed the most variance are also presented in Table 






































Summary of Variance Component Analysis for Each ΔGOF Index 
Effect ΔGamma ΔMc ΔCFI ΔSRMR ΔRMSEA 
Model .0527 .0573 .1020 .8067 .0377 
Magnitude .4448 .4557 .3596 .0142 .4126 
n .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0066 
Location .1005 .1019 .0957 .0107 .1011 
Specific Percent .0605 .0578 .0653 .0020 .0497 
Total Percent of Items .1477 .1451 .1785 .0102 .1327 
Model*Specific Percent .0114 .0105 .0144 .0152 .0088 
Magnitude*Specific Percent .0060 .0036 .0100 .0025 .0021 
Magnitude*Total Percent of Items .0274 .0199 .0363 .0066 .0136 
Specific Percent*Total Percent of Items .0367 .0352 .0391 .0047 .0312 
Model*Specific Percent*Total Percent of 
Items 
.0357 .0392 .0269 .0329 .0377 
Magnitude*Specific Percent*Total Percent of 
Items 
.0067 .0048 .0088 .0028 .0036 
Note. Model = simple or complex model, Magnitude = .2 or .4 factor loading differences, n = 
model sample size, Location = non-invariant items on general and specific factor or just general 
factor, Specific Percent = 50% or 100% specific factors have non-invariant items, and Total 








Arkansas Benchmark Data 
 Finally, the bifactor model was applied to the Arkansas Benchmark Examination data. 
The LR test was significant, indicating that the metric invariance test fits the data significantly 
worse than the configural invariance test (by group), χ
2
 (50) = 26,421.80, p < .001. The changes 
in the fit indices in Table 16 are consistent with the results of the LR test except for ΔSRMR and 
ΔRMSEA. The use of the empirical Arkansas Benchmark data supports the simulated cutoff 




Summary of Fit Indices for Arkansas Benchmark Data (n=36,391) 
Model χ
2


















 .911  .543  .867 .158 .067 (.066, .067) 
 Δχ
2
(df) ΔGamma ΔMc ΔCFI ΔSRMR ΔRMSEA 
b - a 26,421.80 
(50) 
-.051 -.237 -.079 .132 .022 







The purpose of this study was to evaluate the sensitivity of recommended fit indices for 
higher-order CFA models, more specifically, the bifactor model. The applied use of the bifactor 
model and, in addition, measurement invariance studies are becoming more prevalent 
(Gustafsson & Balke, 1993; Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Luo, Petrill, & Thompson, 
1994). However, to my knowledge, there have not been any simulation studies that combine the 
two topics (i.e., investigating measurement invariance properties of bifactor models). Therefore, 
this study was designed to help fill that gap and provide applied researchers with empirical 
evidence as to what may or may not constitute measurement invariance in bifactor models. 
Several parameters were controlled including model complexity, sample size, the total number of 
non-invariant items, location of the non-invariant factor loading (i.e., general and specific 
factors), percentage of the specific factors with non-invariant items, and magnitude of factor 
loading differences across groups.  
Summary of Results 
In the results chapter, several analyses were conducted. First, the simulation cutoff values 
were provided for each ΔGOF to calculate the Type I error and power rates. The minimum (in 
terms of absolute value) simulation cutoff criteria used (as shown in Table 13) to indicate a lack 
of invariance for ΔGamma was a value between -.026 and -.045, for ΔMc a value between -.126 
to -.212, the ΔCFI range was -.004 to -.009, and finally for ΔSRMR and ΔRMSEA a range of 
.253 to .852 and .039 to .051 was used, respectively. However, based on the results of the current 
study, only ΔGamma and ΔCFI are recommended to use when testing for metric invariance in 
the bifactor model. The remaining ΔGOF indices have simulated cutoff criteria that are too large, 




of Type I error rates all indices performed well (i.e., no Type I error) except ΔSRMR. In the 
power analysis section, ΔGamma and ΔMc had adequate power for most of the conditions, but 
given ΔMc large cutoff values this index is not recommended. The proportion of variance 
analysis revealed that the magnitude of factor loading differences contributed the most variance 
to ΔGamma, ΔMc, ΔCFI, and ΔRMSEA, whereas model complexity affected ΔSRMR the most. 
Finally, the empirical test of the Arkansas Benchmark Examination (ABE) data provided further 
support of the recommended cutoff values for ΔGamma and ΔCFI which were consistent with 
the LR tests (i.e., chi-square difference test). That is, the significant LR test indicated that the 
constrained model did not fit the data as well as the unconstrained model and ΔGamma and 
ΔCFI were beyond the cutoff criteria proposed. Furthermore, this test indicates that males and 
females do not perceive all of the items similarly on the Arkansas Benchmark Examination given 
the same ability levels. 
Findings/Implications 
As shown in Table 17, the cutoff values and fit indices recommended in this study vary 
somewhat from previous research (Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Meade et al., 2008) 
because the current study investigated an higher-order model whereas the other studies where 
first-order models. Chen (2007) recommends values of ≤ -.005 to -.010 for ΔCFI, a change of ≥ 
.010 to .015 for ΔRMSEA, change of ≤ -.005 to -.008 for ΔGamma, a change of ≤ -.010 to -.015 
for ΔMc, and a change of ≥ .025 to .030 for ΔSRMR to indicate metric invariance holds. Cheung 
and Rensvold (2002) also suggested invariance holds when the critical value is smaller than or 
equal to -.001 for ∆Gamma and ∆CFI and -.02 for ∆Mc. Meade et al. (2008) recommended 
cutoff values for ΔCFI as changes less than .002 and for ΔMc a value of .008 for metric 




Rensvold, 2002; Meade et al., 2008) are cautioned because all three studies investigated first-
order models, whereas, the current study investigated higher-order models. Nevertheless, this 
study, in addition to the other measurement invariance studies (e.g., Chen, 2007; Chueng & 
Rensvold, 2002; Meade et al., 2008), demonstrate that fit indices can perform markedly different 
under certain conditions and different types of CFA models. 
Table 17 
 
Comparisons of Recommended Cutoff Criteria for ΔGOF Indices in the Bifactor Model Study 
Compared to Prior First-Order Studies 
 Current Study Chen (2007) Cheung & 
Rensvold (2002) 
Meade, Johnson, 
& Braddy (2008) 
ΔGamma -.026 to -.045 -.005 to -.008 -.001 N/A 
ΔMc -.126 to -.212* -.025 to -.030 -.02 -.008 
ΔCFI -.004 to -.009 -.005 to -.010 -.01 -.002 
ΔSRMR  .253 to .852*  .025 to .030 N/A N/A 
ΔRMSEA  .039 to .051*  .010 to .015 N/A N/A 
Note. *ΔGOF index not recommended, N/A = ΔGOF index was not recommended by others. 
  
Perhaps, the most influential finding of this study was the performance of ΔSRMR in 
both the non-invariant and invariant models. As presented in the results section, ΔSRMR 
consistently behaved poorly in the simulation study when constraints were imposed. For 
example, the unconstrained model had consistent values for SRMR that could be classified as 
good model fit (i.e., .01 to .03). However, once the constraints were placed on the invariant 
models the SRMR values greatly increased. Therefore, the ΔSRMR values were extremely large 
as well and not recommended to use when investigating the measurement invariance properties 




to the types of constraints (i.e., general or specific factor) placed on the bifactor model. For 
example, if constraints are placed on the general factor, with or without constraints on the 
specific factor, the general factor lambdas become equal across groups, which affect every 
element in the main and off diagonal in the variance-covariance matrix. Therefore, the general 
factor lambdas act as a constant and SRMR cannot minimize the standardized residuals as well 
as it could without the constraints. In summary, SRMR may be too conservative to use for testing 
the measurement invariance properties of bifactor models and further investigation is warranted. 
Type I Error Summary 
In the Type I error analysis none of the ΔGOF indices exhibited Type I error except 
ΔSRMR because the non-invariant models had much larger ΔGOF indices than the invariant 
models. Therefore, when comparing the simulated cutoff values to the baseline models’ ΔGOF 
indices, it is readily seen that none of the invariant models were flagged as “non-invariant” (i.e., 
no Type I error) due to the large discrepancies between the ΔGOF indices of the invariant versus 
non-invariant models.  
Power Analysis Summary 
 The 96 charts in Figures 5-8 presents each of the non-invariant conditions along with the 
power rates of each ΔGOF index. For the complex models with a factor loading difference of .2, 
the lowest power occurred when the four non-invariant items were located only on the specific 
factors. As expected, conditions with smaller sample sizes had lower power rates. For the 
complex models with factor loading differences of .4, all conditions and ΔGOF indices had 
adequate power (i.e., around 80% or above) except for conditions where eight items were non-




these models would most likely not pass the test of configural invariance and therefore when 
testing for metric invariance the ΔGOF indices do not flag the non-invariance. In these 
conditions the power was below 50% for all ΔGOF indices. For the simple models with factor 
loading differences of .2, the power was lowest when four non-invariant items were located only 
on the specific factors regardless of if they were on half or all of the specific factors. In addition, 
when sample size was 400 per group, power was also low when non-invariant items were located 
on both the specific and general factors with four non-invariant items. In contrast, for the simple 
models with factor loading differences of .4, the power was adequate on all conditions. Only 
ΔRMSEA was slightly below 80% when the sample size was smallest per group (i.e., 400) and 
four non-invariant items were located on the specific factors only. 
The comparisons across models are more erratic for the small (i.e., .2) factor loading 
differences. When eight non-invariant items were located on all the specific factors, regardless of 
non-invariant loadings on only the specific factor or both the general and specific factors, both 
complex and simple models performed similarly. With four non-invariant items that were located 
equally on all the specific factors, the simple models performed worse when the non-invariant 
items were located on only the specific factors. When eight non-invariant items were located on 
half of the specific factors only, the complex models performed worse and with four non-
invariant items and the same scenario (located on half of the specific factors only), both the 
simple and complex models performed poorly. 
Comparing across models with factor loading differences of .4, the simple and complex 
models performed similarly (with high power rates) except when the complex models had eight 
non-invariant items on half of the specific factors (with non-invariant loadings on only the 




because it is one of the worst case scenarios in the simulation (i.e., 80% of the items in a single 
specific factor were non-invariant) and the results are similar to Chen (2007). In Chen’s 2007 
study she found that once the percentage of non-invariance passes a certain threshold the changes 
in the GOF indices actually become smaller and therefore, the ΔGOF indices do not detect the 
non-invariance as well. This phenomenon may occur because the models would most likely not 
pass the test of configural invariance due to the large discrepancies in the factor loadings 
between the groups. Overall, when the non-invariant loadings are located on both the specific 
and general factors, the ΔGOF indices do a better job for detecting the non-invariance because 
there are more non-invariant loadings. In addition, ΔCFI usually outperforms the other ΔGOF 
indices in the simple models, but in the complex models ΔCFI does not perform as well as the 
other ΔGOF indices (i.e., ΔGamma, ΔMc, and ΔRMSEA). 
In summary, for the simple models, the ΔGOF indices performed well for the .4 factor 
loading differences. In the simple models with .2 factor loading difference, the ΔGOF indices 
performed poorly when four non-invariant items were located on the specific factors only. For 
the complex models with factor loading differences of .4 the power rates were acceptable, except 
for the conditions with eight non-invariant items located on only half of the specific factors. 
Again, this may occur because the initial model may not pass the test of configural invariance 
and therefore the test of metric invariance does not detect the non-invariant loadings, which is 
consistent with Chen’s (2007) study. For the complex model with .2 factor loading differences 
the power rates of the ΔGOF indices were more variable (i.e., inconsistent). That is, overall the 
ΔGOF indices detect the lack of invariance less when only four items are non-invariant and 
located on the specific factors (regardless of if the non-invariant loadings are on half or all of the 




models, ΔCFI performs poorly when four non-invariant items are equally located on all the 
specific factors. ΔRMSEA performs poorly in all conditions when non-invariant items are 
located on both the specific and general factors, except when sample size is larger (i.e., 800 or 
above) and the eight non-invariant items are located on each of the specific factors. Overall, 
when the magnitude of factor loading differences were smaller (i.e., .2) all of the ΔGOF indices 
had lower power rates than when the factor loading differences were larger (i.e., .4). 
The power rates were lower for the ΔGOF indices when the non-invariant items were 
only located on the specific factor. In contrast, when non-invariant items were located on both 
the general and specific factors, the ΔGOF indices can detect the lack of invariance more 
efficiently using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Mathematically, ML can provide a more 
“accurate” estimation when the non-invariant loadings exist on both the specific and general 
factors. When the factor loadings are constrained to be equal and both the general and specific 
factors’ loadings are non-invariant, the main diagonal and associated covariances of the 
variance-covariance matrix has more flexibility to yield estimates of the model-implied matrix 
that are more closely aligned with the sample matrix. When the two matrices are more similar 
the residuals are minimized and the chi-square test (which evaluates exact fit between the two 
matrices) fits the data better which directly affects the remaining ΔGOF indices (i.e., ΔGamma, 
ΔMc, ΔCFI, and ΔRMSEA) producing higher detection rates of non-invariance. Conceptually, 
this occurs because when both the general and specific factors’ items are non-invariant the 
ΔGOF indices have less difficulty to detect the lack of invariance because the number of non-
invariant loadings is larger. Given the specific factor is the amount of covariance over and above 
the general factor, conditions were not generated between groups where non-invariant items 




Recommendations for Future Research 
The current study only investigated bifactor models and therefore could be extended to 
other types of higher-order models (i.e., higher-order models with indirect effects). For future 
research, further investigation of the sensitivities for each ΔGOF index used in higher-order 
models should be evaluated, specifically SRMR. In addition, the data were simulated to be 
multivariate normal. Thus, future research could investigate the measurement invariance 
properties of higher-order models with categorical types of data and manipulating other 
simulation conditions as well. Recommendations for future research include using smaller 
sample sizes to evaluate the power of each ΔGOF index. The sample sizes chosen for this study 
were used to ensure model convergence. However, smaller sample sizes can be simulated to try 
to establish a minimum sample size threshold (in general) for higher-order models. In other 
words, what is the minimum sample size one could possibly use before convergence issues may 
arise? Furthermore, since most of the formulas for the GOF indices include chi-square (i.e., chi-
square directly influences other GOF indices), further work should evaluate the use of the chi-
square test in first-order versus higher-order models. That is, if the chi-square test functions 
differently for higher- and lower-models, it will directly impact the sensitivity issues of other 
GOF indices as well. 
Conclusion 
This study demonstrates that for testing metric invariance in the bifactor models only 
ΔGamma and ΔCFI are recommended. Furthermore, ΔSRMR performed poorly when equality 
constraints were placed on the factor loadings between groups and also in terms of Type I error 
rate and power. Future research should investigate the use of SRMR for higher-order models to 




constraints (i.e., constraining the general or specific factors). Overall, the fit indices that 
performed the best in terms of power were ΔGamma and ΔMc, however, in most of the power 
conditions ΔCFI and ΔRMSEA performed well too. In addition, ΔGamma, ΔMc, ΔCFI, and 
ΔRMSEA all held Type I error to a minimum. However, the only two indices that did not have 
large simulated cutoff values and are recommended in this study for testing metric level 
invariance in the bifactor model were ΔGamma and ΔCFI with values of -.026 to -.045 and -.004 
to -.009, respectively to indicate a lack of invariance. In the variance component analysis, the 
magnitude of the factor loading differences contributed the most variation to each ΔGOF index 
except ΔSRMR, which was greatly affected by model complexity (i.e., simple versus complex 
models). Finally, the significant LR test in the Arkansas Benchmark Examination data was 
associated with values beyond the recommendations for ΔGamma and ΔCFI providing further 
support for the suggested cutoff values. In conclusion, ΔGOF indices are used for descriptive 
purposes only and caution must be exercised while using ΔGOF indices to evaluate model fit 
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